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ABSTRACT
TELL ME THE STORIES: A CURRICULUM FOR CONFIRMATION
This study sought to gain an understanding of the impact of story on the spiritual
development of junior high school students who participated in a ten-week confirmation
class, September 1998-November 1998, at the First United Methodist Church. Marion,
Indiana.
In order to achieve this, two groups of students were observed. Seven teens
participated in a ten-week confirmation class that used story as primary teaching method
at First United Methodist Church, Marion, Indiana. A second confirmation class, which
did not use story as its principal teaching method, was also tested. The second class was
comprised of seven junior high school students from the Westminster Presbyterian
Church (Presbyterian U.S.A.), Marion, Indiana.
Both groups were given the Spritual Weil-Being (SWB) instrument before the
confirmation classes started, at the conclusion of the classes, and six weeks after the
classes ended. This study was a quasi-experimental, nonequvalent control group
interrupted time-series design. The data presented here indicate evidence of positive
spiritual growth in both groups, some ofwhich persisted to six weeks.
The story treatment group SWB rose from pre-test to post-test, then declined at
the six-week post-test. However, it remained higher than at the pre-test level. The
Presbyterian group SWB rose from pre-test to post-test, then increased again at the six-
week post-test.
Of the discrete elements of the stor\' treatment confirmation experience measured.
a confirmation retreat, Bible stories, and the movie "Simon Birch" were rated by teen
confirmands as the three most positive contributors to spiritual growth.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
In the fall of 1996 the trees in Indiana were beginning to turn red, orange, and
yellow. One Monday night at Marion First United Methodist Church missionary John
Enright was the featured after-dinner speaker at the United Methodist Men's fellowship.
Fifty men gathered in the comfort of the church's carpeted fellowship hall and sat
around white-topped circular tables in groups of seven.
John, who serves in Zaire and was on fiidough with his family in Marion, alluded
to the power and place of story in culture. He critiqued the primary storyteller in
America, the television. "It disturbs me that the primary stories being told in our country
focus on violence and destruction."
As I reflected on his comments, I realized the need for story and storytellers
transcends cultural boundaries. I began to grow in my awareness of the power and place
of story, and for the first time I saw the television as a storyteller in American culture.
For centuries, people taught and communicated primarily through stories.
However, around the eighteenth century story became relegated to the realm of the
childish. It was believed that when one became an adult, one outgrew the need for
stories. Science and information replaced storytelling as the primary method of teaching
(Bradt).
The Problem and Its Context
In our scientific, information oriented culture, we have lost the treasure of
teaching through stories. Also, we should remember that God chose to communicate to
his people through the stories in sacred Scripture. "It (the Bible) is a love story between
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God and humanity: it is a story of a covenant made, broken, and renewed, again and
again" (Westerhofif 4).
Stories have the potential to change lives and the goal of Christian teaching
should be life transformation. "The 'affective level' is where our lives are transformed.
The affective level is where we may become transformed and thereafter transform our
congregations. The entryway to the affections is often through stories" (Morgan 10).
Most mainline denominations offer confirmation classes. However, most
denominational confirmation curricula and programs neglect the power of story to
transform young people's lives.
The decline ofProtestant mainline denominations is well known (Willimon and
Wilson 12, Morgan 8). Morgan observes that mainline Protestant churches hunger for
authentic religious experiences (5). Storytelling through confirmation classes offers one
avenue for renewed vitality.
The context of this study is the First United Methodist Church in Marion, Indiana.
First Church is located in north central Indiana and is a member of the North Indiana
Conference. The church is located in downtown Marion which has a population of 38,000.
First Church has 625 members and averages 348 in weekly worship attendance. (1998 North
Indiana Conference Journal 1 859) The majority of its members are Caucasian.
During 1998, the two primary areas of junior high youth ministry are Sunday
school and United Methodist Youth Fellowship (UMYF). The junior high youth roster as
ofMarch 1, 1998, consists of eighteen youth. Each Sunday evening these youth gather
at the church for varied programming Elements ofUMYF include Bible teaching,
discussion, games, skits, and fellowship activities.
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Confirmation classes are also a part of the youth ministry at First Church Once
a year the church offers this class, which is taught by the associate pastor. Classes
convene for ten weeks.
Biblical rationale
Readers of the Bible discover that Scripture contains many literary forms�law,
poetry, and narrative. However, God chose narrative for the majority of his revelation.
The Bible unfolds in Genesis as one story after another�creation, the fall, the
first family, Noah, the tower of Babel, the call of Abraham, Jacob and Esau, and Joseph
and his coat ofmany colors. Continuing in Exodus, we read ofMoses' birth, flight fi-om
Egypt, the burning bush, the plagues, the escape from Egypt, and the wilderness
wanderings.
Joshua records the stories of Israel's military battles and the eventual conquest of
the Promised Land. The stories ofDeborah, Gideon, Jephthah and Samson fill Judges. A
love story appears in the book ofRuth, while the book ofEsther is a story of suspense.
The books of Samuel tell the story of Samuel, Saul, and David. Kings and Chronicles
narrate the stories of Israel and Judah's kings. Even prophets offer elements of story.
Jonah comes to us in narrative form and Jeremiah tells stories of the potter's house and
buying a field.
The Old and New Testaments build on two foundational stories. The Old
Testament focuses on the story of God's deliverance of his people from Egyptian
bondage. The New Testament builds on the birth, life, death, resurrection, and ascension
of Jesus Christ.
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Jesus' teaching method presents the strongest argument for the central role of
narrative for Jesus taught in stories called parables. Gospel writer Matthew records
fifteen of Jesus' parables�the parable of the sower, the weeds, the mustard seed, yeast,
the hidden treasure, the pearl, the net, the lost sheep, the unmerciful servant, workers in
the vineyard, two sons, the tenants, the wedding banquet, the ten virgins, and the talents.
Jesus assumed a working knowledge ofOld Testament stories in teaching his
disciples. In Luke 4 he refers to the story of the prophet Elijah and the widow of
Zarephath (I Kings 17) and the story ofElisha healing Naaman (II Kings 5). In Luke 6
Jesus refers to the story ofDavid and the priest at Nob (I Samuel 21) to answer the
question why he and his disciples picked grain on the Sabbath.
Jesus presumed his listeners would be familiar with the stories of Jonah and the
Queen of the South visiting Solomon (I Kings 10) when speaking in Luke 1 1 . And in
Luke 22, when Jesus instituted the sacrament of communion, he placed it in the context
of the Exodus story.
Readers often overlook the role of narrative in the epistles. Paul assumes a
working knowledge of Abraham's story in writing Romans 4 The apostle uses narrative
in Galatians 1 and 2 to share his call to preach and his confi-ontation ofPeter's hypocrisy.
Hebrews, particularly chapter eleven, requires a familiarity with the Old Testament
stories. And Revelation, the final book of the Bible, concludes with the story ofGod's
ultimate triumph over evil. In surveying the Scriptures, it is clear that God communicates
to his people primarily through story.
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact story exerts on the spiritual
development of junior high students who participate in a ten-week confirmation class at
the First United Methodist Church, Marion, Indiana. As associate pastor, I led the
confirmation class.
Research Questions
In conducting this research, the following questions were answered;
Research Questions # 1 What spiritual changes occur in teens who participate in a
ten-week confirmation class?
Research Question #2: In what ways does the use of story contribute to the
observed changes?
Research Question #3: In what ways does the treatment confirmation class differ
from the control group*^
Definition of terms
Several terms are referred to within this study. The following section provides
operational definitions for these:
A story is a kind of narrative, either true or invented, whose events as reported
occur once and for all. It has a beginning, middle, and an end (Krieg 27).
Storytelling is an oral art form for preserving and transmitting ideas, images,
motives, and emotions with which everyone can identify (Marsh 12).
A storyteller is a person who wants or needs to share experiences and who likes
communicating with others. This individual takes a story, original or already in
existence, adds his or her sense of humanity to it, and makes it come alive for an
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audience of one or more persons. The storyteller interprets life, presents truth, and helps
an audience enter into other realities for enjoyment and to gain understanding (Marsh 15).
Spiritual changes are measured in how junior high students' relationship to God
changed during the course. These changes are measured by the Spiritual-Well Being
Scale, such as increased satisfaction in private prayer time, and through student's self-
reporting that during the classes they have "confessed sin," "turned their life over to
God," or "committed their life to Jesus."
A junior high school student is a youth who is in the fifth, sixth, seventh, or
eighth grades in public or private schools located in Grant County, Indiana.
Confirmation class is an experience that takes place in the context of this study
among youth who attend junior high school. It is a ten-week process that involves
prayer, Bible study, story, and memorization. The purpose of the class is to prepare
students for the rite of confirmation.
TellMe Our Secrets is the confirmation experience of First United Methodist
Church, Marion, Indiana. TellMe Our Secrets is a ten-week course, developed and
organized by the associate pastor, taught primarily through story, and involving a senior
high youth as model and co-teacher. The notebook for the confirmation class came from
confirmation material designed by Kurt Oheim, a pastor in Amarillo, Texas.
Description of the project
Seven teens participated in a ten-week confirmation class (September-November,
1998) using story as the primary teaching method at the First United Methodist Church
and Trinity United Methodist Church in Marion. Confirmation class members came from
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both church and non-churched backgrounds. The students, ages eleven to fourteen, were
sixth, seventh, and eighth graders.
The confirmation experience was designed as follows:
1) Confirmation classes began Tuesday, September 15, 1998. Classes met from
6:00-7:30 p.m. Tuesdays in the youth room of the First United Methodist
Church for the first five weeks. The final four class sessions met in the
conference room at the Trinity United Methodist Church.
2) Each confirmation class followed a similar pattern: crowd breaker game,
prayer, a short doctrinal presentation, a biblical story related to the doctrinal
topic, the senior high mentor sharing from his experience related to the
doctrinal topic, a contemporary story related to the doctrinal topic, a question
and answer time, and a concluding prayer.
3) A confirmation overnight retreat was held Friday, November 6, and concluded
Saturday, November 7. The class viewed the movie "Simon Birch" and
participated in group activities.
4) A confirmation dinner was held Tuesday, November 7, in the fellowship hall
of First United Methodist Church to celebrate the confirmands and hear
affirmations and challenges from the lay-leader and senior pastor. Parents,
relatives, and mentors attended.
5) Teens participated in the rite of confirmation Sunday, November 22, during
the 9:30 and 1 1:00 a.m. worship services at First United Methodist Church.
A second confirmation class, which did not use story as its principal teaching
method, was also tested. This class of seven junior high students from the Westminster
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Presbyterian Church (U S A ), Marion, Indiana, met Sundays for ten weeks during the
Sunday school hour, September-December, 1998. Six students are in seventh grade.
One student attends sixth grade. The ages of the students range from eleven to thirteen.
Senior pastor Andrew Schramm taught this confirmation class.
The Westminster confirmation experience was designed as follows.
1 ) Confirmation classes began Sunday, September 13, at 9.30 a.m. at the
Westminster Presbyterian Church. Classes met from 9:30-10:30 a.m. in the
church library.
2) Teens were commissioned for confirmation during the 10:45 a.m. worship
service Sunday, September 13.
3) Each confirmation class followed a similar pattern: topic of discussion
presented by Pastor Andrew Schramm, a church member speaking on the
topic for consideration or a video presentation related to the topic for
consideration, and a question and answer time.
4) Teens were examined and tested by the session of the Westminster
Presbyterian Church Sunday, November 22, and Sunday, November 29.
5) Teens participated in the rite of confirmation Sunday, December 6, at the
10:45 a.m. worship service.
Subjects
The subjects of this study voluntarily participated in the confirmation class. They
are junior high students enrolled in Grant County schools. The seven confirmands from
Methodist churches were enrolled in the sixth, seventh, or eighth grade in Grant County
Schools. The two boys and four girls were between the ages eleven and fourteen. Five
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of the confirmands regularly attend the First United Methodist Church The teen from
Trinity United Methodist Church actively participates in her church
Six boys and one girl comprised the Westminster Presbyterian confirmation class.
All are enrolled in sixth or seventh grade classes in Grant County schools. The ages of
the subjects range from eleven to thirteen.
Independent and Dependent Variables
The independent variable of this research is the ten weeks of confirmation classes held
the First United Methodist Church and the Westminster Presbyterian Church held September-
December, 1998. The dependent variable is the spiritual growth experienced by the
confirmands as a result of the confirmation class. All of the subjects are junior high students ir
Grant County, Indiana schools. The age of the subjects will be considered an intervening
variable. The measurement of the effects of the independent variable on the dependent variabh
is described below.
Instrumentation
Both classes completed the Spiritual Well-Being (SWB) instrument at the start of
the confirmation experience, at the conclusion of the class, and six weeks after the class
concluded. The reliability of the SWB has been demonstrated (Buflford, Paloutzian and
Ellison 57-58).
The SWB has two subscales, the Religious Well-Being scale (RWB) and the
Existential Well-Being scale (EWB). Each subscale has a maximum score of sixty,
making the SWB maximum score 120. Each subject will be coded so results can be
tabulated without identifying the subject to the researcher.
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Mean scores for the SW^, RWB. and EWB of the pre-, and four-week post-tests
are compared and evaluated. In light of these findings the researcher attempts to answer
the three research questions.
The data needed are the lives of each participant. The SWB was given to each
participant at the beginning of the confirmation experience in an attempt to measure the
subject's current level of spiritual well-being. The SWB was given at the conclusion of
the class and then six weeks subsequent to the completion of class to measure how the
confirmands' spiritual well-being changed. Added to the experimental group's post-test
instrument is a section dealing with specific elements of the confirmation class. This
section of the post-test seeks to measure to what extent these elements influenced
spiritual growth.
The SWB is designed to measure spiritual well-being and seeks to avoid specific
theological issues (Ellison 332). Through a series of twenty questions, the SWB
provides a combined measure ofRWB and EWB. Half of the questions deal with the
perceived quality of one's relationship with God (RWB) while the other ten questions
refer to a sense of life purpose and satisfaction (EWB). Each item is rated on a six-point
Likert scale fi-om Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree with no mid-point. About half of
the questions are worded negatively to minimize response pattern scoring.
Delimitations and GeneraUzability of the Study
This confirmation class experience does not answer every question about how
storytelling can positively affect one's spiritual life. Given the small subject size of this
study, I can only generalize that a similar group from a similar church participating in a
similar confirmation class experience can have similar results.
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With these delimitations in mind, however, others could use certain concepts to
improve and enhance their confirmation experience. The purpose ofthe study is to
demonstrate the power story has to change and shape spiritual growth in young people
Overview ofDissertation
Chapter 2 anchors the current study in the ongoing flow of research and literature.
Chapter 3 shows the design of the ensuing study Chapter 4 shares the findings of the
study Chapter 5 completes the dissertation by summarizing the findings and shares
interpretations.
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Chapter 2
Precedents in the Literature
Confirmation offers a unique opportunity to impact young people's spiritual
growth and development. As a United Methodist, I see confirmation as an avenue to
present the claims of Christ and teach spiritually needy youth.
Changing approaches and understandings of confirmation offer opportunities to
experiment with new teaching methods in the confirmation setting. Robert Browning and
Roy Reed observe that confirmation is in a state of transition.
Confirmation is an endeavor in the churches which naturally and acutely brings
together the activity and concerns of religious education and liturgy.
Today the activities ofChristian-making in education, in exercise of faith, and in
rite are matters under much scrutiny, undergoing serious rethinking and reform,
involving considerable experimentation. (1)
In this experimental environment I propose a confirmation class format that
teaches youth primarily through story format.
Two questions to be examined in this chapter are, "Why use story to teach*^" and
"What place does story have in current confirmation curriculum material found in
mainline denominations?" I will also provide a history of confirmation, present the
current United Methodist theology of confirmation, and discuss the various confirmation
models existing in the church today.
Whv Story?
Kevin Bradt explains the history ofusing story to teach:
Story is arguably one of the oldest and most elemental forms of knowing.
Story as a technique of knowing was eclipsed in the West, however with the rise
of "modern" scientific method in the seventeenth century. In fact, it is basically
that shift in the dominance of epistemologies�from story to science�that
defines the advent of the modem mind. During the last three centuries, the so-
called "modern" era, story as a way of knowing was considered an inferior
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remnant of a "premodern" (or "nonmodem") consciousness, a "backward" kind of
thinking, a primitive entertainment fit only for children, the illiterate, and the
uneducated. In a postmodem age, however, ways of knowing and relating that
were once dismissed as hopelessly premodem or nonmodem are enjoying
something of a revival or rehabilitation, and among them, story most of all. (viii)
Bradt explores the epistemological differences among knowledge acquired
through oral-aural storying, writing, and print. He contrasts the goals of story and
science and argues that story seeks to explore reality while science claims to represent
reality Figure 1 shows the contrasting goals of story and science according to Bradt.
Oral-aural story Science
>Explores reality
>Seeks inquiry
>Pursues erotic participation
>Relies on relationship
>Pursuit
>Claims to represent reality
>Seeks definition
>Pursues geometric proof
>Relies on reason
>Purchase
Figure 1
Bradt also compares the assumptions that distinguish story from printed literature.
Figure 2 shows the differences Bradt observes.
Oral-aural story Print
>Change >Stasis
>Emendation >Continuity
>Plurality >Stability
>Expansion >PermarLence
>Revision >Fixity
Figure 2
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These observations reveal important implications for using story to teach. Stor\' s
foundation rests on personal relationship and the belief that knowledge comes through
personal presence. Story values dialogue, questioning, change, and revision (Bradt 10-
15).
Story provides intimacies not found in film, television, or print media because of
greater interaction between audience and performer. Stories encourage good listening
They can acquaint or reacquaint us with human emotions and drives. Good stories can
teach us how to live moral lives (Marsh 13-14).
Story holds great potential for transformation of both teller and listener. Bradt
observes, "Thus, the interactive, reciprocal, and collaborative conditions and
relationships that storying demands not only change the nature and content of the truth
that can be known; they also transform and change the lives and identities of those who
participate in narrative knowing" (16).
Margaret MacDonald offers nine reasons why story holds promise for teaching.
One, hearing and telling stories sharpens our literary and imaginative skills. This
encourages our ability to listen, speak, imagine, and create stories. Two, sharing stories
broadens our cultural awareness. We learn new ways of being. Three, we begin to grow
in better self-awareness. Story helps us see our own journeys better. Four, story gives us
a sense of belonging in a group. Five, story allows us a quiet space to think and an
emotional release through laughing and crying. Six, story bonds a group together
because the story becomes a shared experience. Seven, story can pass on morals, values,
and beliefs. Eight, story can be used to preserve tradition and pass on history. Nine,
stor\' can be used to either calm a group or energize a group. (101-102)
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William Bausch idemifies several characteristics of story which help explain why
story serves as an effective teaching tool.
1 . Stories provoke curiosity and compel repetition. Good stories provoke the
telling of other good stories. (30-3 1 )
2. Stories unite humanity in a holistic way to nature and to the Creator. When
we lose our stories, we can lose our relationship to nature. Likewise, when we
lose our stories we lose our relationship with God. (32-33)
3. Stories serve as a bridge to culture and roots. Stories give us identity as a
people, nation, and community. (33)
4. Stories bind us to humankind and to the universal human family. Sharing
stories with others helps us discover how much we have in common. (35)
5. Stories help us remember. As humans, we have bad memories. Stories help
us remember our past, confess our sins, and become whole persons. (36)
6. Stories restore the original power of the word. In American culture, words
have been watered down through commercialism and hype. Stories restore
the great power and potency of the spoken word. (40)
7 Stories provide escape. Stories allow us to regroup, reform, and re-enter life.
Stories can remove us from the immediate and give us a different perspective.
(43)
8. Stories evoke right-brain imagination, tenderness, and wholeness. Stories
carry deep insights that cannot be verbalized, but help persons cope. Stories
hold promise to lead persons to repentance, laughter, peace, and true faith.
(47-52)
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9 Stories promote healing. Stories can unlock and heal deep hurts and
memories from the past. (54-55)
10. Stories can be personalized and internalized. Stories link us with the deepest
part of self. (58)
1 1 Stories provide a basis for hope and morality Stories provide a way to
imagine other possibilities and alternatives in the midst of difficult situations
(60-61)
12. Stories are the basis for ministry. Ifwe view ministry as constantly meeting
others' needs, resentment creeps in. When we enter into and identify with the
stories of others, we become incarnational ministers living among people. We
enter their conversation. (62)
Robert Coles demonstrates the universal appeal of story to young and old alike.
While working as a medical resident and later teaching at Harvard, Coles learned that
story helps students solve personal dilemmas, find direction for their lives, confront
ethical issues, and provide perseverance in difficult times.
Madeleine L'Engle believes story holds a key role in the search for truth. She
distinguishes between truth, knowledge, and fact. She asserts that Christians often
focus on knowledge and fact, but miss truth. She believes the writers in Scripture are
consumed with the search for truth and that story plays a large role in this quest.
People have always told stories as they searched for truth. As our ancient
ancestors sat around the campfire in front of their caves, they told the stories of
their day in order to try to understand what their day had meant, what the truth of
the mammoth hunt was, or the roar of the cave lion, or the falling in love of two
young people. Bards and troubadours throughout the centuries have sung stories
in order to give meaning to the events of human life. We read novels, watch
television, in order to find out more about the human endeavor. (90)
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Sam Keen believes that Western civilization has abandoned the metaphorical use
of story. The conviction that history tells a story and reality may be known in dramatic
terms has ceased to exist. This death led to devastating consequences for humanity, but
particularly for the faith community The loss of story led to the "death ofGod" theories
and identity confusion in the Western world.
I will suggest that telling stories is functionally equivalent to belief in God, and
therefore, the "death ofGod" is best understood as modem man's inability to
believe that human life is rendered ultimately meaningful by being incorporated
into a story. (86)
John Westerhoff, in his two books A Pilgrim People and Will Our Children Have
Faith2, suggests learning God's story is foundational to the Christian faith. In A Pilgrim
People. Westerhofif states that learning God's story is cmcial in faith development.
Our most important and fundamental task as Christians is to leam God's story.
All our Christian beliefs, experiences, and acfion are dependent upon our
internalization ofGod's story, that is, making God's story our story. This
explains why for a number of years I have described the first aim of catechesis
as the acquisition and appropriation of God's recreative story, through
participation in the church's rituals and through reflection on the intersection
of our life stories and God's story, so that we individually and corporately
may more faithfully manifest God's story in our lives. (2)
William Barclay reminds contemporary Christians that Jewish culture educated
children primarily through oral teaching and memorization (39-40). An assumption
could be made that much of a Jewish child's oral teaching consisted of stories.
Barclay reports that the three national Jewish feasts� Passover, Pentecost, and the
Festival of Tabemacles�were a central part of Jewish culture. These feasts were
grounded in the biblical stories of deliverance from Egyptian slavery, the giving of the
law at Mount Sinai, and the joumey through the wilderness to the Promised Land.
Story played an important part in the educational process of Jewish children.
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Using story effectivelv in a confirmation class setting has important implications
for a teen's faith and identity formation. Teaching primarily through storv offers an
intimacy level often missing from contemporary teaching methods. Story provides
opportunity for youth to grow spiritually and morally. Returning to the use of story in
teaching holds promise for renewal among an emerging generation of young people
The next question for consideration focuses on "What place does story have in
current confirmation curriculum found in mainline denominations'^"
Several denominational curricula were researched for the purpose of this study.
Because the study takes place in a United Methodist institutional church context, three
curricula written for United Methodist churches were reviewed. Presbyterian, Lutheran and
United Church of Christ curriculum pieces were also examined.
Confirmation Curriculum Pieces
United Methodists updated their confirmation curriculum in 1992 and entitled it
Follow Me. The title communicates the intention to frame the confirmation experience as
the beginning of a joumey and not a single experience This piece utilized a variety of
biblical and faith stories, asked numerous questions, and explained key theological terms.
Thirteen modules focused on such topics as Jesus, the Bible, the church. United
Methodist history. United Methodist polity, mission and ministry, worship, decision
making, identity, Christianity as joumey, ways we experience God, and the names of
God.
The official UM curriculum used story in most of the modules. Biblical stories of
Peter, Gideon, Thomas, and Moses were highlighted. Also, stories that related to John
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and Susanna Wesley were shared. Story served as an important part of the confirmation
experience in this curriculum.
A contemporary story opened entitled "We are a people ofthe Book" opened the
unit.
A group of junior high youth gathered in front ofthe campfire for evening
vespers. The campers had been together since Sunday afternoon. They looked
forward to worship because the chaplain for the week made the services exciting.
On Thursday night, they sang the hymns energetically.
The chaplain stepped out from the shadow of the cross behind the stone altar He
held his Bible high above his head and announced in a deep, thunderous voice, "This
book is worthless." Then he threw the book on the ground and stomped on it.
The seventh and eighth graders were stunned. Mouths gaped and
eyes stared. Frozen in their seats, the youth watched as he stooped
over and picked up the Brble "Unless," he whispered, "unless you take
what is inside the Bible and put it inside of you." (Gooch 53)
The Follow Me curriculum defined story as an important way to learn,
particularly for youth navigating identity issues.
One way we leam about who we are is by telling and listening to stories. Stories
define our family, our culture, and our history. We learn who we are when we
hear the story about our great-great-grandmother's leaving home to come to the
United States. We leam who we are when we hear about how Granddad helped
the community integrate. We learn who we are when we hear the stories of our
people. Stories help us define who we are as part of a family and as part of a
racial or cultural community We learn who we are when we hear stories from the
Bible and from the traditioiis of the faith community. Jesus stories' (parables, in
church language) tell us who we are as disciples and citizens of the kingdom of
God. (Gooch 131)
Another curriculum used in the United Methodist Church is Confirmation:
Confirmation and Membership Studies for United Methodists. Bristol House, a
conservative-evangelical publisher, provides United Methodist churches with another
curriculum choice. The piece focused on teaching through fill-in-the-blanks,
memorization, and discussion questions. Thirteen sections are divided into four units
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Christ, The Scriptures, Discipleship and Membership. Topics taught include Jesus. The
Bible, Creation and the Fall, the Old Testament, the New Covenant, the Trinity, the
Second Coming, the Church, Wesleyan doctrine. Becoming a Christian, How a Christian
lives. Christian discipline. United Methodist history, and Church history.
The United Methodist and church history sections used story the most. The best
use of story occurred in session thirteen entitled "God's Church Grows," that begins:
Imagine a play Lights! Action! Imagine there are three stages (and I am using
only one) where the drama takes place: Stage number one is England. The year:
1703. A baby's cry echoed through the rectory or parsonage ofEpworth, an
Anglican church in a poor-farming area. A 5011 was bom to Samuel and Susannah
Wesley His name was John; he-was one of 19 Wesleys bom to this pastor and
his wife.
As a small boy John went to school in his home. His mother was a teacher.
When he was 1 1, he went away to Charterhouse School in London. Next John
studied at the famous Oxford University. His education included both Hebrew
and Greek�languages in which the Bible was originally written. (Spivey 55)
Story was used sparingly in this curriculum.
A third curriculum used in United Methodist Congregations is Discovering,
Choosing and Following Jesus Christ, written by William H. Venable. This utilized
Scripture study, questions for discussion, and fill-in-the-blanks. The curriculum offered
twenty-two lessons with five reviews. The lessons are divided into three parts:
Discovering Jesus Christ, Choosing Jesus Christ, and Following Jesus Christ.
Here is the best metaphorical example of story appearing in the lesson on the
Holy Spirit.
Many years ago, the U.S. govemment installed electrical power lines to thousands
of farms far away from the cities. Witfr eleetrieity, farmers could enjoy greater
productivity and prosperity.
But many farmers werp not familiar with electricity, and felt uncomfortable
about changing their ways. They simply ignored it, and continued in their old
ways, getting far less accomplished with their own limited muscle-power than
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they could have with the help of electricity. They needed to accept and utilize this
new source of power.
Christians have a wonderfiil new source of power available through Jesus Christ.
But we also need to accept and utilize this power in the different areas of our lives.
so it can do its work. Then God's "living water" will flow out of our hearts.
To transmit this power into our lives, God pours out HisHoly Spirit on those
who believe in Jesus Christ. (William H. Venable 31)
Story was not a primary teaching method in this curriculum.
I examined Lutheran, Presbyterian, and United Church of Christ literature One
Lutheran study. Exploring Luther's Small Catechism emphasized memorization and
answering various tests composed of true-false, fill-in the-blanks, multiple choice, and
short answer questions. The program takes two years to complete. Memorization
focused on the Ten Commandments and the Lord's Prayer. The classes often take place
during the Sunday school hour. Topics addressed present the Ten Commandments, Sin,
Law, Gospel, God as Creator, Jesus Christ, the Holy Spirit, the Church, the Resurrection,
the Lord's Prayer, the Sacraments, and Confession.
One example of how story is used occurred in the section on the Ten
Commandments. In teaching about the seventh commandment, "Thou shalt not steal."
biblical stories of Judas, Abraham and Lot, and Achan illustrated this prohibition.
Otherwise, little evidence of story as a teaching method could be found.
Another Lutheran confirmation study was Living in Grace Confirmation Series,
produced by Lutheran publishing house Augsburg Fortress. This piece demonstrated an
outstanding use of story. The series contained eleven units covering topics such as the
Ten Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, the Apostles' Creed, Lutheran Confessions,
communion, baptism, and community. The series lasts eighty weeks. Biblical stories,
case studies, stories from teenagers' lives, and stories of the heroes of faith were
interwoven into an excellent presentation.
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\n example of an outstanding use of story appeared in the unit entitled "Living in
Community Cross Connections."
In Luke 10:29-37 Jesus tells us the parable (teaching story) of the good
Samaritan. From it we learn that we are all neighbors on our planet earth.
We also learn that our efforts in serving others are exactly what Jesus
desires from us. Consider the story:
Mark was walking home from school one day The boy ahead of him
tripped and dropped everything he was carrying. Mark helped him pick
up his stuff and carry part of the load. As they walked and talked, Mark
discovered that the boy. Bill, loved video games, baseball and history.
Bill told him he was having a lot of trouble with his other subjects, and
that he had just broken up with his girlfriend.
When they got to Bill's house. Bill asked Mark to stay They had a nice
time talking. They continued to see each other at school and ate lunch
together a few times. As they went from junior high school into senior
high school, they kept in touch with a few brief contacts over the years.
finally their senior year came. Three weeks before graduation. Bill asked
Mark if they could talk.
Bill reminded Mark of the day years ago when they had first met. "Do
you ever wonder why I was carrying so many things home that day*^"
asked Bill. "You see, I cleaned out my locker, because I didn't want to
leave a mess for anyone else. I had stored away some ofmy mother's
sleeping pills and I was going home to commit suicide. But after we
spent some time together talking and laughing, I realized that if I had
killed myself, I would have missed that fime and so many others that
might have followed. So you see, Mark, when you picked up my books
that day, you did a lot more. You saved my life." (Lohre 17)
A Presbyterian curriculum. Explorations Into Faith, called on class participants to
memorize the Apostles' Creed, helped them define theological words, reviewed the
history ofthe Presbyterian Church, and instructed them to read the book of Acts. Stories
shared included: An elderly lady who was confused after worshipping in a contemporary
service; biographies ofmissionaries Marie Fearing and Sheldon Jackson; and
Presbyterians W. A. Visser 't Hooft, Claire Randall, Eugene Carson Blake, and John
Mackay Discussion questions and fill-in-the blank responses were used.
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A typical use of story came in the chapter entitled, "The people ofGod called .
to reform and be reformed," about Toyohiko Kagawa.
As a boy in Japan, Kagawa was sent to a Buddhist temple to study
Buddhist teachings, but in his youth he was converted to the Christian
faith through Presbyterian missionaries, who taught him about a God
who cares. Matthew 6: 28-30 gave his life an overall purpose: to serve
the poor. Kagawa, a pioneer in attacking the problem of slums in Japan,
dedicated himself to a life of poverty, living among beggars, thieves,
prostitutes, and murderers. In Japan, he was the champion of the
underprivileged poor. Though often seriously ill, he was an inspired
preacher, claiming that "God is love" and that all social reconstruction
must be centered in Christ. For him, to forget the brother or sister who is
unemployed, poor, or jailed was to forget God. (Sutherland 50)
Stories were shared but most failed to connect their relevance to contemporary
faith and life. The stories themselves lacked description and life.
A video entitled "Video Helps for Journeys of Faith: A Guide for Confirmation-
Commissioning" used story sporadically The video, produced a decade ago, shared
stories of a baby's baptism, a youth group's mission trip to Mexico, and the history of the
Presbyterian Church in the United States
The United Church ofChrist produced a curriculum piece entitled Confirming
Our Faith. This piece contained seven units�Let's Explore Together, The Bible: Witness
to the Word, Who Is Jesus Christ, No Other gods. The Church: The Body ofChrist, The
Church In Mission, and Faith Decisions�and was divided into thirty-nine chapters.
This curriculum affirms the key role of story in Scripture (Kalp 44), the only
curriculum that guided students in understanding and interpreting biblical story (Kalp
45). The material combines biblical stories, contemporary stories, and case studies to
help students grasp ftindamentals of the Christian faith.
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One ofthe best examples of using contemporary stories to illustrate biblical
concepts appeared in the Chapter 1 1 entitled, "Jesus As Savior
"
Think about your own life for a moment. Write a sentence about something
great that someone did for you. Then share the story of your experience
with a friend. Did it change your life*^ How'^
Let's imagine a little girl�let's call her Nancy. She loves to ride a bike. She
has learned to ride on a friend's bike, but the friend has moved away, so Nancy
can't ride anymore. She longs to ride again, but she never dreams of having
a bike of her own. Her family has too little money Sometimes toward the end
of the month there isn't even as much food as she would like. So a bicycle
is too much to hope for.
Then, on her birthday, her parents give her a beautiful, shiny bicycle. She is
so happy that she laughs for joy As she rides around, everyone she meets�
Even people she usually doesn't like�seem to be friends. Wearing a big smile,
she waves as she passes her grouchy second-grade teacher, forgetting how
crabby the teacher usually is. Nancy is a different girl, so happy both inside and
out. Something great has been done for her. Because love has been shown for
her in such a marvelous way, Nancy is changed. The new Nancy has resulted
from what someone else has done for her.
This is often the way things happen; Who we are depends upon what others
do and don't do for us. Look again at the example you gave from your own life,
and think about how it changed you.
In a similar way Paul thought the Christian's life was changed because ofwhat
Jesus did for us on the cross. One might state it like this; "If I believe that Jesus
died for me, I know god's love for me is so great that I can always count on it. I
can say to myself, 'I am accepted. I am loved.' And if I can say that and really
mean it, I can be a new person." (Kalp 62-63)
The most effective curriculum literature utilized story in a variety ofways. It
combined biblical stories, the stories of faith heroes, and contemporary stories of teens
seeking to live out their faith. The official United Methodist curriculum Follow Me, the
Lutheran Living in Grace Confirmation Series, and the United Church of Christ
Confirming Our Faith were the best at using story effectively. The best stories had detail
and simple characters. The stories linked between the biblical stories and the way those
stories are lived out today For the purpose of this research, a confirmation piece that
used biblical, contemporary, and personal testimonies in each class session was designed
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History of the Practice ofConfirmation
In the early church, the rites of baptism and confirmation were so closely bound
together in one ceremony that it was hard to distinguish between the two. Tertullian
described baptism as a rite consisting of four parts washing with water, anointing with
oil, making the sign of the cross, and laying on of hands. Confirmation, in the earliest
stages, was an integral part of baptism (Osmer 50).
Confirmation appears to rest upon the apostolic example of post-baptismal laving
on of hands found in Acts 8: 14-1 7 and 9: 1-7. Weak evidence exists to demonstrate that
these events should be viewed as normative for Christians. In fact, neither the gospels
nor Paul mention confirmation (Buchanan 157).
In the early church, adult converts underwent catechetical instruction before
baptism. This catechumenate frequently lasted several years and involved instruction,
moral examination, and exorcism. This is important to note because the Reformers
returned to the catechetical process and not to the sacrament of confirmation that
gradually evolved (Osmer 50).
Around the sixth century, baptism and confirmation separated. Increased
numbers made it impossible for bishops to baptize every new person. Bishops gave local
priests authority to baptize members under their care. Anointing, laying on of hands, and
signing were reserved for the bishop at a later point. The time gradually grew between
baptism and a bishop's visit, leading to the establishment of confirmation as an
independent liturgical rite (Buchanan, Monkres and Ostermiller, Myers, Osmer).
With this separation, catechical instruction deteriorated. Because ofChristianity's
growing popularity, the catechumenate was shortened to the period of Lent. As infant
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baptism became more widespread, instruction continued to decline and finally
disappeared. While confirmation grew to become a liturgical rite in the church, its link to
systematic instruction dissolved (Buchanan 157).
During the Middle Ages religious education took place primarily in the home
Formal teaching, however, remained removed fi^om the rite of confirmation (Osmer 51).
The Reformers inherited the confirmation pattern of anointing that was viewed as a
sacrament of strengthening for candidates ranging in age fi-om infancy to adulthood. The
mean age of confirmands ranged fi"om three to nine (Buchanan 158).
The Reformers instituted several important changes in confirmation. They argued
that baptism was the sole sacrament of initiation and refused confirmation as a sacrament.
The most important change focused on the re-institution of catechetical instruction that
remains to the present day. Confirmation was viewed as an opportunity for youth, ages
thirteen to sixteen, to make a personal profession of faith, accepting the faith confessed
on their behalf at their baptism. Finally, Calvin began the practice of using confirmation
as a rite for adult admission to communion (Buchanan 158).
In keeping with the Reformers, the Anglican catechism of 1604 asserted that there
were only two sacraments, baptism and communion, and made no mention of
confirmation (Buchanan 158). John Wesley did not recommend confirmation to his
pastors. In fact, it was not until 1964 that the word confirmation appeared in Methodist
literature, though there were membership classes before that time (Phifer 23).
Confirmation is a "new" experience for many United Methodists. At First United
Methodist Church in Marion, confirmation classes did not exist until the late 1950s.
By Water and the Spirit: A United Methodist Understanding ofBaptism, adopted
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by the 1996 General Conference of The United Methodist Church, affirms confirmation
as a rite in the church, but is careful to affirm baptism as the sole sacrament of initiation
into church membership. This keeps with Wesley's understanding of baptism.
However, the document states that youth who are baptized as infants cannot make a
personal profession of faith. Before the rite of confirmation occurs, youth baptized as
infants are given the opportunity to publicly acknowledge personal acceptance of God's
grace proclaimed by the Church in their baptism. "This profession includes all elements
of conversion�repentance of sin, surrender and death of self, trust in the saving grace of
God, new life in Christ, and becoming an instrument of God's purpose in the world'
(Fenton 38).
The document explains that the rite of confirmation immediately follows the
public profession of faith and explains:
Confirmation is a dynamic action of the Holy Spirit that can be repeated. In
confirmation the outpouring of the Holy Spirit is invoked to provide the one being
confirmed with the power to live in the faith that he or she has professed. The
basic meaning of confirmation is strengthening and making firm in Christian
faith and life. The ritual action in confirmation is the laying on of hands as the
sign ofGod's continuing gift of the grace ofPentecost. (Fenton 38)
An important part of preparation for confirmation includes instruction in basic
Christian doctrine and how to live a life of Christian discipleship (Fenton 37).
Gayle Carlton Fenton comments that much confusion surrounds confirmation in
United Methodism because of its recent adoption and diversity ofmeaning in other
churches. She affirms that one becomes a member of the church through baptism,
interpreting confirmation as an act of the Spirit "who blesses the person with
strengthened faith for living out the Christian calling." This action of the Spirit follows a
personal public profession of faith (Fenton 38).
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Confirmation Models
Many models for confirmation have existed in the historic church. Though not
exhaustive. Browning and Reed share eight models, or meanings, churches have used for
confirmation.
1 . The sealing of the Holy Spirit.
2. The completion of infant baptism.
3. The ratification of a person's baptism.
4. The affirmation of the baptismal covenant in adolescence or as renewal of
covenant at any time during life's pilgrimage when an individual comes to
new or deepened understandings and/or commitments in faith.
5. The blessing, following baptism, welcoming the new Christian into full
communion in the church and at the Lord's table
6. The separate sacrament which imparts the Holy Spirit and imprints a uniquely
Christian character establishing identity and effective eternal salvation
7. The repeatable sacrament, first experienced in the unified initiation through
baptism, laying on of hands, and Eucharist, for infants or adults.
8. The rite which symbolizes and celebrates "life in the Spirit," but is not itself a
particular giving or receiving of the Holy Spirit. (12-13)
United Methodism affirms the fourth model. However, Stanley Hauerwas and
William Willimon propose another model. Confirmation should facilitate youth in
becoming like the best Christians in their congregation. This model is built on four
assumptions. One, confirmation aims for discipleship as its goal. That is, the production of
people who closely resemble followers ofChrist. Two, youth need to be given the
equipment to follow Christ. Three, the whole person needs to be engaged in the process.
Therefore, the joumey must be experiential, personal, and engaging. And four,
confirmation happens best when young Christians come in close proximity with exemplary
older Christians (Hauerwas and Willimon 104-105).
Ten years after leaving his youth ministry in Waco, Texas, pastor Mark DeVries
found that youth who were growing in the faith as adults fit into" either one of two
categories The youth either came from families where Christian growth was modeled by
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at least one of their parents, or they had developed a significant connection with an adult
in the church (DeVries 63).
In this study, confirmation classes are offered to teach basic Christian doctnne
and provide models for young people on how to live a life ofChristian discipleship
through story and interaction with teen and adult mentors. In preparation for the rite of
confirmation, youth are invited to publicly profess faith in Christ. During the rite of
confirmation, youth are blessed with the laying on of hands by pastors and parents and
prayers are offered for God's Spirit to guide, strengthen, and bless their lives.
Narrative theology
In the past twenty years renewed attention has been focused on the role of
narrative in religion. . Hans Frei, professor of religion at Yale Divinity School for more
than thirty years, helped pioneer the modem-day narrative theology movement (Henry,
McGrath, Platcher). The narrative theology movement now includes such names as
Gabriel Fackre, James Gustafson, James McClendon, Stanley Hauerwas, George
Lindbeck, Sallie McFague, and Ronald Thiemann.
What is narrative theology? Fackre defines narrative theology as "discourse
about God in the setting of story" (343), while Gary Comstock defines narrative theology
in terms of "reflection on religious claims embedded in stories" (687).
Why has narrative theology become a rising field of theological study? Fackre
believes a growing disillusionment with the abstract, rationalistic, and scientific
worldview has led to increasing interest in narrative that appeals to the affective, the
intuitive, and the poetic. Television's rise as primary cultural communicant has also led
to an intimacy vacuum that narrative story helps fill (342).
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George Stroup observes that the loss of familiar narratives or stories in the context
of living traditions has led to a deep crisis ofmeaning that narrative helps fill.
In North American culture, most forms of tradition and the
narratives they embody are in disarray. There is a deep and profound
confusion concerning not only what it means to be a Christian, but also
what it means to be male or female, husband or wife, father or mother.
In the midst of this massive confusion about identity and the absence
ofwhat were at one time compelling narratives and living traditions, it is
hardly surprising that there is both a fascination with and a longing for
narratives that recreate an ordered world and provide meaning and
direction to personal and communal existence. The interest in narrative
across the spectrum of theological disciplines is not because theologians
have run out of topics to debate and discuss, rather, the theme of narrative
touches an exposed, raw nerve if the life of Christian communities and
in the life of the larger culture. (43 1 )
Stroup believes that narrative story offers hope for meaning and order to a
Western culture marked by confusion and chaos.
What important insight does the field of narrative theology offer the church that
has important implications for this project? First, narrative theology reminds the church
that God communicated through Scripture primarily through narrative (McGrath 22,
Miller 1 17, Ryken 10). Thomas A. Steffen estimates that Scripture contains 75 percent
narrative (88). Because God chose to communicate primarily through narrative, one can
assume narrative transcends cultural boundaries. Steffen found that in missions work
among the Antipolo/Amduntug Ifligao people who live in the Philippines, that teaching
methods focused on a chronological presentation of narrative stories in Scripture
communicated more effectively than teaching presented topically based on systematic
theology. People grasped the narratives with greater ease and communicated
evangelistically with greater effecfiveness.
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There are good reasons for narrative effectiveness for hfe is a narrati\ e (Bruner.
Crites, Ryken). Bruner states that there is "no other way to describe "lived time' save in
the form of narrative" (12). If the church hopes to remain faithful to God's design,
narrative needs to shape our evangelism, preaching, and Christian education methods.
Second, narrative theology reminds us that the scriptural story is primary Hans
Frei, in his book The Eclipse ofBiblical Narrative, concluded eighteenth century
Christians shifted their hermeneutical paradigm. For centuries Christians began with the
assumption that Scripture reflected reality and meaning in life could be found by locating
one's story in the context of sacred story However, around the eighteenth century
Christians began to define reality in terms of their daily experiences. Frei observed that
biblical writers portray the world in which they wrote as reality, therefore, it embraces
the experience of any present age or reader (1-4). This means that we must return to the
primacy of the scriptural story. Leland Ryken believes biblical narrative is universal
because of its literary narrative quality "It tells not simply what happened but what
happens�what is true for all people in all places in all times" (134). Stanley Hauerwas.
in keeping with this emphasis, defines Christians as "people who affirm that we find our
true destiny only by locating our lives within the story ofGod" (182). We begin with
God's story found in Scripture. Only as our story becomes faithful to his story revealed
in Scripture can we become authentic Christians.
Third, narrative theology appeals to the concrete. Narrafive theology "avoids the
dulling sense of abstraction that is a feature ofmuch academic theological writing"
(McGrath 23). This has important implications for seminary trained pastors. Ryken
observes that seminary trained pastors hold a bias toward abstract theological thinking
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and that ordinary people gravitate toward concrete theological thinking found in narrati\ e
(13). "The language of literature is prevailingly concrete rather than abstract. The fifth
commandment states propositionally, 'You shall not murder,' The story of Cain and
Abel incarnates that same truth, without, it might be noted, using the abstraction 'murder'
or a command that people should refi-ain from if (Ryken 8-9).
Steffen believes that a growing number of baby boomers, baby busters, and the
numerous ethnics that populate our country feel a deep hunger for the concrete. He
observes, "With the advent ofMTV the shift (from reading to television) became
complete for a large majority; the verbal, concrete, short-term, multisensory experience
replaced the visual print media with its focus on logical, sequential format" (92) He
estimates that two-thirds of the world have either partial or no literary background and
that this population tends to express itself in more concrete forms (91 ). Ifwe are to
reach this population, we need to present concrete forms of the gospel found in narrative.
Representatives of narrative theology group themselves around three kinds of
story: canonical story, community story, and life story. By canonical story is meant the
Old and New Testament Scriptures. Community story is the tradition of stories found in
the faith community, and life story here means personal testimony in the context ofthe
Christian faith (Fackre 343). These three typologies compare to three sides of the Wesley
quadrilateral: Scripture, tradition, and experience.
Christians must begin with God's story. This is primary and foundational
(Westerhoff) "What it means to be Christian, therefore, is that we are a people who
affirm that we have come to find our true destiny only by locating our lives within the
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Story ofGod" (Hauei-was 182). In beginning with God's stor\' we affirm his ultimate
authorship of history and choose the world-view portrayed in Scripture.
Second, community story is the tradition of stories found in the faith community
Stories transcend denominational boundaries. "Although the various churches of
Christianity have agreed on little throughout history, there has been one constant: we are
a community of shared stories" (Williams 20). Community story provides opportunity
for modeling struggle, change, and growth in the faith.
Third, life story is personal storytelling in the context of the Christian faith. The
Wesleyan tradition began with personal testimonies shared in the context of class
meetings. Fackre describes the benefits of personal testimony: providing witness that
God works in human experience, allowing for important self-examination, teaching
people to hear another's story, forming character, and communicating faith (Fackre 347-
349).
The typology of stories listed is intentional and serves as a model for design of the
research project.
Religious Measurement and Spirituality
Although the measurement of religious development in persons is difficult, many
instruments have been developed to attempt to do so. Two qualitative instruments are
Fowler's Faith Development Interview Guide and Malony's Religious Status Interview
Three quantitative instruments are Barsett's Shepherd Scale, Moberg's Spiritual Well-
Being Questionnaire, and Paloutzian and Ellison's Spiritual Well-Being Scale.
Of the quantitative instruments, Bassett's Shepherd Scale "attempt to separate
orthodox Christians from non-Christians" (Butman 22). Moberg's Spiritual Well-Being
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Questionnaire requires subjects who read at a level of a high school senior and takes
between thirty and sixty minutes to complete (Butman 23).
For the purposes of this research, Paloutzian and Ellison's Spiritual Well-Being
Scale (SWB) appeals. The SWB demonstrated reliability and validity (Butman 24). The
instrument seems appropriate for use with junior high students for several reasons. One,
the scale is clearly worded and easy to understand (Butman 23-24). Two, "it can be
effectively used with anyone who has a meaningful conception ofthe term God" (Ellison
and Smith 39). Three, the scale has been widely used in a variety of settings including
colleges, university, seminaries, ski clubs, and prisons as well as with groups as diverse
as housewives, the elderly, and teenagers (Ellison and Smith 39). Four, the scale has
only twenty questions and takes only a few minutes to complete. This is particularly
appealing for use with junior high youth.
For these reasons, the SWB stands out as a worthy instrument for use before and
after a confirmation class experience to measure the spiritual impact of the classes on
junior high youth.
The SW^ reflects two important beliefs: One, that there is a transcendent and
spiritual quality to life: Two, that human beings are psychospiritual entities (Ellison and
Smith 37).
Well-being reflects "the proper function of persons as integrated systems"
(Ellison and Smith 36). The biblical term "shalom" helps better explain well-being.
Biblically, this term refers to a state of fulfillment in human beings. This fulfillment
comes about as a result of healthy relationships with God, self, and others (Ellison and
Smith 36).
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Ellison explains that spiritual well-being should be viewed as a continuous
variable and not as dichotomous. He states that spiritual well-being does not appear to be
the same as spiritual maturity (Ellison 332). Ellison argues that spiritual well-being ma\
not be the same thing as spiritual health. "Rather it arises from an underlying state of
spiritual health and is an expression it, much like the color of one's complexion and pulse
rate are expressions of good health. Spiritual well-being measure may then be seen more
like a stethoscope than like the heart itself"
These observations hold important implications for measurements. Because it is
impossible to empirically measure a person's spiritual life, one is able to focus on
measuring reported expressions of spiritual well-being that are "helpfril approximations
of the underlying state" (Ellison 332).
The SWB seeks to measure the vertical dimension of spiritual well-being in
relationship to God and the horizontal dimension in relationship to life purpose and life
satisfaction, with no reference to anything religious These two dimensions comprise the
Religious Well-Being (RWB) and the Existential Well-Being (EWB) subscales of the
SWB (Ellison 331-333).
The SWB has been positively correlated with self-esteem, self-confidence, and
general assertiveness. Negative correlations have been demonstrated with aggression,
dependency, and avoidance of conflict. Those identifying themselves as bom-again
Christians scored higher on the SWB than those self-identifying as ethical or non-
Christians. Finally, spiritual well-being is positively correlated with frequency of church
attendance, frequency of family devotions, and frequency and duration of personal
devotions (Ellison and Smith 41-42).
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Summary
In this chapter, the power of story to promote personal growth and change has
been explored. Stories provide persons the opportunity to explore, change, and expand
spiritually, emotionally, and intellectually. The use of story in current mainline
denomination curricula were examined. The history and theology of confirmation was
also discussed. Finally, the appropriateness of the Spiritual Well-Being Scale to measure
change in youth in a confirmation class setting was explained.
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Chapter 3
Design of the Study
Most mainline churches (Episcopal Lutheran, Presbyterian, United Methodist)
offer confirmation classes to adolescents. Unfortunately, most denominational curricula
neglect story as a primary method to teach adolescents in confirmation. Too often
confirmation classes focus on imparting information and ignore transformation.
Churches view confirmation as one of the most significant events in the spiritual
life of an adolescent. Yet many confirmation experiences fall short of life transformation.
Joseph Moore explains, "We tell young people that at confirmation they become aduhs,
and yet so often we abandon them in parish life at that point and fail to assist them in
making a significant contribution to the community" (86-87).
Confirmation can be a significant learning experience for teens. Using story as a
primary teaching method offers greater potential for this life transformation.
This chapter explains in detail the purpose of the study, the research questions that
guide the study, a history of the confirmation experience at First United Methodist
Church, Marion, Indiana, a description of the subjects, a description of the United
Methodist and Presb5^erian confirmation class experiences, an explanation of the
instrumentation used, procedures for data collection, definitions of the independent and
dependent variables, and a description of the data analysis methodology
The Purpose
The purpose of this project is to evaluate the impact of story on the spiritual
development of seven junior high students who participated in a ten-week confirmation
class at the First United Methodist Church, Marion, Indiana. Research measured spiritual
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well-being at the beginning of the confirmation class experience, at the conclusion of the
class, and during the six weeks following the confirmation experience. Research also
determined, insofar as possible, the extent to which various components of a confirmation
experience (i.e.. Scripture memory, reading the Gospel of John, talks about biblical
topics, bible stories, contemporary stories, questions and answer time, adult mentors,
confirmation retreat, the movie "Simon Birch," and the confirmation dinner) contributed
to the spiritual growth of the teen participants.
Research Questions
In conducting this research, the following questions are answered.
Research Questions #1 . What spiritual changes occur in teens who participate in a
ten-week confirmation class?
Research Question #2: In what ways does the use of story contribute to the
observed changes in the experimental group"^
Research Question #3; In what ways does the treatment confirmation class differ
from the control group?
The Former Confirmation Experience of First Church
The current confirmation experience at First Church developed during the past
three years. For several years the pastor taught confirmation during the spring quarter
during the Sunday school hour. Several problems existed with this approach.
1 Confirmation class meetings were not seen as unique. Classes were a part of
the Sunday school experience, which at times could become a second priority to sleeping
in or to a weekend family trip.
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2. Parental involvement was minimal. Parents were informed at the begmning of
the process and invited to the confirmation service at the conclusion ofthe process
3 Time during the Sunday school class is fixed. The maximum time the class
could meet was one hour.
Storytelling; A Model for Adolescent Confirmation
Teens suffer from significant inadequacies in current forms of confirmation
Catechism or confirmation classes tend to ftinction in one of two ways;
1 . They attempt to 'drill' certain beliefs or doctrines of Faith into an adolescent's
head, but do not relate to the teenager's own vital questions and circumstances
(and therefore they do not educate); or, on the other hand,
2. They attempt to be wholly relevant to all the major issues with which a teen is
struggling, but in so doing, end up zeroing in almost exclusively on such
topics as sexuality, parental, and peer relationships and career goals (and
therefore are not very religious). (Davis 267)
An alternative to these two approaches involves using story as primary teaching
method in a confirmation class setting. Confirmation would better be served if youth are
exposed to story that offers potential for life transformation.
Subjects
For the purposes of this project a class was developed for those youth willing to
make a ten-week commitment to be a part of the church's fall confirmation class. All
were between the ages of eleven and fourteen.
Youth from the First United Methodist Church and Trinity United Methodist
Church, Marion, Indiana, comprised this class. I sought to work with three United
Methodist Churches in the county (Morris Chapel, Hanfield, and Mt. Olive), but Trinity
United Methodist Church was the only church that provided participants.
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Seventh grade youth who are on the First Church roll received a letter in \ugust
inviting them to participate in the confirmation class. An eighth grader who had not
participated in previous confirmation classes and a ninth grader who had chosen not to
participate in previous classes were also invited. The ninth grade student dropped out of
the class after five weeks. Two sixth graders were allowed to participate in the class
because of relational dynamics and parental encouragement. Six of the participants
attend public schools in Grant County. One student attends a private school.
The Trinity United Methodist Church's pastor, Mark Helm, placed an
announcement in the church's worship bulletin for several weeks during the month of
August. One seventh grade student responded. At least one parent or guardian of each
subject signed a form granting permission for participation in the study (Appendix A).
Five girls and two boys comprised the United Methodist confirmation group.
Westminster Presbyterian Pastor Andy Schramm sent seventh grade youth parents
a letter in mid-August inviting their youth to attend confirmation classes. Seven youth
responded. All attend Grant County schools. One youth attends sixth grade. Six boys
and one girl comprised the Westminster confirmation class.
The Material
The United Methodist confirmation material provided ten weeks of study
material The material is entitled. TellMe Our Secrets Each confirmand in the
experimental group was given a notebook at the beginning of her or his confirmation
experience. This notebook was taken from material designed by Kurt Oheim and adapted
to a story based confirmation curriculum I designed (Appendixes B and C).
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Methodist and Presbyterian confirmation class experiences
Parents and junior high students were invited to an informational meeting Sundav,
August 23, in the Marion First United Methodist Church fellowship hall The schedule
for the fall confirmation class was shared. Parents and potential students agreed Tuesday
night was the best time to meet. Parents asked questions about confirmation and signed a
form giving permission for participation in the study.
Since parental involvement plays a key part in the success of the confirmation
class, parents were asked to attend the first confirmation class session. Parents were also
asked to pray for their confirmand during the confirmation experience, assigned to pray
for one class meeting, and asked to dialogue with their youth during the week about
confirmation assignments.
Another important element in the confirmation class experience is the
participation of a senior high student in the teaching process. Sophomore, junior, and
senior class youth are eligible to serve as mentors. Because of the limited size of the
senior high youth group, the associate pastor selected one sophomore student who helped
in a previous confirmation class. Each Monday the senior high mentor met with the
associate pastor to prepare for his part in TellMe Our Secrets. The meetings included.
1 . Exposure to the material to be used during the ten-week class which
emphasized the importance of teaching through stories.
2. The mentor received instruction concerning the importance of serving as a
positive role model.
3 The youth mentor received a variety of assignments including leading the
crowd breaker, prayer, telling the contemporary story, or sharing personal testimonv
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First United Methodist Church confirmands were assigned an adult mentor.
Adults received letters that informed them of the confirmand he or she was assigned and
given two projects to complete during the course of the confirmation experience
(Appendix D). Each mentor was asked to take the youth out to eat or host him or her at
their home for a meal to write a note of encouragement to the confirmand once a month,
and to choose two of the following projects to complete during the three-month class.
The projects, taken from Hauerwas and Willimon' s book Resident Aliens, include:
�Read the Gospel of John together. As each of you reads at home, keep a note
pad with you and note the passages that interest, confuse, or inspire you. Every two
weeks make time to discuss what you have read.
�Attend Sunday services together for one month. After each service, discuss
your reactions, questions, and impressions of the service.
�Get a copy ofthe church budget. Find out where the money goes. Discuss how
each of you decides to make a financial commitment to the church.
�Attend any board meetings of the church together during the next three months.
Decide what congregational board or committee you would like to be on at the end of the
confirmation process.
�Explain in your own words, "Why I like being a United Methodist Christian."
Discuss two areas you would like to know more about the church. Ask the pastor or
church librarian to help you find this information.
�Attend a funeral and a wedding together. After the service discuss "Where God
was in this service?" "Why is the church involved in these services?"
�Spend at least three hours volunteering at the Grant County Rescue Mission or
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Marion Inner-Citv Community Outreach Why is the church involved here"^ (Hauen\as
and Willimon 106-107)
The United Methodist confirmation class met Tuesday evenings from 6:00-7:30
p.m. Five meetings were held in the youth room of the First United Methodist Church.
Four meetings were held in the conference room of the Trinity United Methodist Church.
The final meeting was a celebration dinner held in the First United Methodist Church's
fellowship hall. Each class meeting was unique. The course's design allowed for
flexibility and spontaneity, although the format listed here served as guide:
1 Team Prayer. Prayer is an important part of the confirmation experience.
Parents are asked to spend time in prayer in their home during the class.
2. The Gathering. The associate pastor and senior high mentor spend the first
ten minutes of the hour greeting confirmands and helping them get ready for
the class.
3 The Crowd Breaker. The crowd breaker aims to provide an enjoyable
physical experience that helps participants focus for the next hour and a half
4. Prayer. The senior high mentor leads in prayer to help participants focus on
God's presence.
5. Bible teaching. Each week the associate pastor teaches on a central
Christian doctrine.
6. Biblical story. A Bible story related to the teaching topic is read orally
7 Senior high mentor's story. The senior high mentor shares his personal
testimony about the related topic.
8. Contemporary story. The associate pastor or senior high mentor tells
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a contemporary story related to the teaching topic.
9 Question and answer time. Confirmands are prompted by questions
related to the session's topic and given an opportunity to ask other
questions that arise during the session.
10. Prayer. Each session confirmands share prayer requests and
have an opportunity to pray.
Confirmands received two assignments each week:
1 . Gospel Reading. Each week confirmands read two chapters from John's
Gospel. The assignment sheet in the Tell Me Our Secrets book gives specifics
for each reading assignment.
2. Scripture Memorization. Each week confirmands memorized a verse that
relates to the story for the week.
At the first confirmation class meeting, parents were encouraged to dialogue with
their youth about the assignments given in class. This stimulated interaction between
parents and youth during the confirmation process and encouraged parents to help their
youth be accountable for the assignments.
The Westminster confirmation class met Sundays from 9:30-10:30 a.m. in the
church library. Pastor Andy Schramm taught the class. Westminster teens were
commissioned for their confirmation class experience during the September 13 worship
service. Pastor Schramm explained the commissioning as an opportunity for the church
to meet the confirmands and give prayer support for the confirmation process.
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The class followed a similar pattern each week: topic for discussion presented bv
Pastor Schramm, church member speaking on topic for consideration, or a video
presentation related to the discussion topic (Appendix E).
I videotaped the October 25 and November 1 5 Westminster confirmation classes
and observed that the Presbyterian classes lacked a senior high mentor and relied heavilv
on a lecture teaching format.
Instrumentation
The quasi-experimental study used a nonequivalent control group interrupted
time-series design. The class at the First United Methodist Church was classified as an
experimental group, while the class at Westminster Presbyterian Church was considered
the control group. Both groups were selected without random assignment and both
groups took the pre, post, and six weeks post-test. Only the experimental group received
story treatment.
Two instruments were used for the purpose of this study. The Spiritual Well-
Being Scale developed by Raymond F. Paloutzian and Craig W Ellison was the objective
measure of the spiritual well-being of the participants (Appendix F). The instrument was
given at the beginning of the confirmation class, at the conclusion of the classes, and as a
post-test six weeks after classes finished. The results are calculated and reported in
Chapter 4.
A participant's journal served as the second instrument used for gathering data
(Appendix G). Three open-ended questions were asked of the experimental group at the
end of five ofthe confirmation classes and at the conclusion of the classes. The three
questions were: "This week I believe God has been teaching me," "What story meant
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the most to you in confirmation class and why'^" and "How have you grown in your faith
during the past week."
These questions attempt to gather data on the participants' subjective
understanding of their confirmation experience.
Administration and Scoring of the SWB
The experimental group's pre-test was administered in a group setting at the
beginning of the first confirmation class in the youth room of the First United Methodist
Church. One confirmand took sick the week of the initial meeting and took the pre-test
the following Monday before class began. The concluding class test was administered in
the First United Methodist Church's fellowship hall preceding the confirmation class
dinner. The six-week post-test was administered in the First United Methodist Church's
fellowship hall.
The control group's pre-test and post-test was administered in a group setting in
the library ofWestminster Presbyterian Church. Due to a snow emergency, the six-week
post-test was delayed one day. I traveled to the subjects' homes the following day to
distribute and administer the SWB. One subject in the control group was delayed one
week in taking the six-week post-test due to travel and illness.
The SWB asks twenty questions. "Items are scored from 1 to 6, with a higher
number representing more well-being. Reverse scoring for negatively worded items.
Odd-numbered items assess religious well-being, even numbered items assess existential
well-being (Ellison "Spiritual Well-Being" 340). The modified Likert scale allows the
subject to choose from SA (strongly agree), MA (mildly agree), A (agree), D (disagree),
MD (mildly disagree), SD (strongly disagree) for each of the twenty questions. On
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positively worded questions, the score moves from six to one, SA to SD. The negatively
worded questions score from one to six, SD to SA. RWB and EWB subscores of up to 60
each and an overall SWB score of up to 120 are possible for each of the three tests.
The SWB six-week post-test for the experimental group includes additional
questions, numbered twenty-one through thirty (Appendix H). These questions were
designed to answer research question #2: In what ways did the use of story contribute to
the observed changes in the experimental group*^ Ten elements of the confirmation group
are listed: Scipture memory, reading the Gospel of John, talks about biblical topics, Bible
stories, contemporary stories, question and answer time, my adult mentor, the
confirmation retreat, the movie "Simon Birch," and the confirmafion dinner.
The elements are listed serially following the statement, "The following parts of
my confirmation experience helped me grow spiritually" following the SWB question
#20.
Independent and Dependent Variables
In the case of this study the independent variable, presumed to cause the
anticipated spiritual growth in both confirmation groups, is the ten-week confirmation
class experience. The outline of both confirmation classes has already been discussed in
Chapter 1. Other than these components, much of the confirmation class experience is
flexible.
The dependent variable is the spiritual growth in both confirmation groups that
this study proposes to measure. I believe the use of story as primary teaching method in
the experimental group should lead to greater spiritual growth than the control group that
does not have story treatment.
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Pata Analysis
Because of the small number of subjects who participated in the experimental and
control confirmation classes, it is doubtful that the application of inferential statistics w ill
yield significant findings. Also, those trained in pastoral ministry reading this study mav
better understand frequency analysis than inferential statistical analysis.
The Spiritual Well-Being Scale was the objective measure of the impact of story
on the spiritual development of group participants. SWB, EWB, and RWB average
scores are compared and evaluated from the pre-test, post-test, and six-week post-test in
an attempt to answer research questions #1 and #3 Also, answers to questions twenty-
one to thirty of the six-week post-test of the experimental group (Appendix H) will be
tabulated to see how each of the elements of the confirmation class was perceived to
affect spiritual growth in the experimental group.
Participant journals of each Methodist class member are compared and contrasted
based on their entries. These comments are shared as deemed appropriate to illustrate
evidence that the use of story contributed to observed spiritual change. It is understood
that this material is highly subjective. However, personal perception of the impact of
story on one's spiritual development is important to the purpose of this project.
Summary
The purpose of this project is to evaluate the impact story had on the spiritual
development of seven junior high students who participated in a ten-week confirmation
class at the First United Methodist Church, Marion, Indiana. A second confirmation class
that met for ten weeks at the Westminster Presbyterian Church, Marion, Indiana, was also
tested. The subjects were junior high students in Grant County, Indiana. The instrument
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used to measure spiritual changes in the subjects was the Spiritual Well-Being Scale
(SWB) on a pre-test, post-test and six week post -test basis. The Methodist confirmation
group answered additional questions on the six weeks post-test concerning the role of
various elements of the confirmation class experience. The Methodist group also asked
journaled during the confirmation class experience. The independent variable of the
study�the ten weeks of confirmation classes�and the dependent variable�evidence of
spiritual growth�were described. The use of frequency analysis was also explained.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
The purpose of this chapter is to present the findings of the study conducted by
answering the three research questions outhned in Chapter 1. Answers were drawn from
the pre-test, ten week post-test, and sixteen week post-test and the Confirmation Journal,
as deemed appropriate. Due to the small N, only frequency analysis will be used, not
inferential statistics. The findings should be read with this in mind.
Many differences appeared between the two confirmation experiences. The
senior pastor taught the control group while the associate pastor taught the treatment
group. The associate pastor interacts with the majority of participants in the treatment
group through the Sunday night youth program. The treatment group benefited from
having a senior high mentor, adult mentors, and a confirmation notebook. The treatment
group received a student Bible at the beginning of their confirmation experience,
participated in an overnight retreat, and celebrated with a confirmation banquet.
Change Scores
The seven junior high school students in the Methodist confirmation class
(experimental group) and the seven junior high school students in the Presbyterian
confirmation class (control group) were given the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (Appendix
F) at the beginning of the first confirmation class meeting. One Methodist youth and one
Presbyterian youth took the Spiritual Well-Being Scale (SWB) one week late. Table 1
below shows the averages of the SWB, RWB, and EWB from the pre-test, ten week post-
test, and sixteen week post-test for both groups.
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Table 1
Pre, 10-Week Post, and 16-Week Post Change Scores (N=14)
Sample Group Pre-Test 1 0-Week Post 1 6-Week Post
Methodist (n=7)
SWB
RWB
EWB
100.86
51.86
49.00
107 72
55.29
52.43
103.57
52.14
51.43
Presbytenan (n=7)
SWB
RWB
EWB
99.57
49,42
50.14
100.14
49 14
51.00
102.71
51.43
51.27
*p<.05
The pre-test SWB overall score for the Methodist confirmation group was 100.86
out of a possible 120. The Presbyterian group scored 99.57
Although normed SWB scores for junior high school students were not located,
mean scores for religious groups ranged from a low of 82.8 1 to a high of 109.88. Mean
scores for thirty-two United Methodists were 99.09. ResuUs for Presbyterians were not
recorded (Bufford, Paloutzian, Ellison 62). Before a backpacking trip, eight high school
youth reported a pre-test mean score of 99.50 (Stephen Venable 49). Before a ten-week
confirmation class experience, sixteen United Methodist seventh graders reported a SWB
mean of 97.00 (Oheim 64).
Ten week Post-test SWB Scores
The seven junior high school students in the Methodist and Presbyterian
confirmation classes were given the SWB at the conclusion of the ten-week confirmation
class. Two Presbyterian youth were absent the day of the post-test and returned the
instrument in the mail one week later
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The ten week post-test showed that the Methodist confirmation group had an
increase (+6.86) from the pre-test. The RWB increased 3.43 and the EWB increased
3 43. In the Presbyterian group, the SWB increased sHghtly (+0.57). The RWB
decreased 0 28 while the SWB increased 0.86.
During the confirmation classes, Methodist confirmands were asked to journal
during the class. One question asked, "What story meant the most to you in confirmation
class and why?" A female subject wrote, "David and Goliath. I think it's neat how size
doesn't matter. David had lots of faith and God helped him defeat the giant." Another
female subject wrote, "John the Baptist (from the gospel of John readings). I think I like
that one the best because John puts Jesus before him and makes himself less important
than Jesus." Another subject wrote, "The story of Adam and Eve meant the most to me
because it shows that you should always listen to God and if you do wrong consequences
will come." Other comments included, "The story was the Samaritan woman at the well
because Jesus knew everything about her. That means he really is real." Finally, a male
subject wrote, "The story about Saul because it shows anyone can change
"
In response to the question, "How have you grown in your faith during the past
week?" confirmands responded, "I know more about the gospel and I feel closer to God,"
"I believe in God's help a lot more," "I have trusted God in helping me not be jealous of
my friends when they do something better than I did�like get a better grade," and "I'm
not groaning as much about going to church each Sunday." Another responded, "I've
been saying my prayer before I eat lunch. I even remind my friends, too." Others wrote,
"I've memorized scripture passages and read the Bible" and "I have grown in faith
because I have learned more about prayer and some effects of it."
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Sixtgen week Post-te^t SWB Scores
The seven junior high students in the Methodist and Presbyterian confirmation
classes were given the SWB sixteen weeks following the pre-test. The Presbyterian
group took the sixteen week post-test one day late due to a county-wide snow emergency
I went to confirmand homes to distribute and collect the SWB Monday afternoon and
evening. One Presbyterian youth took the sixteen week post-test one week late due to
travel and illness.
From the pre-test to the sixteen week post-test, Methodist SWB scores increased
2.71. The RWB increased 0.28 and the EWB increased 2.43. The Presbyterian group
showed an increase of 3.14. The RWB increased 2.01 and the EWB increased 113.
Table 2 shows the mean scores for Questions 21-30 of the sixteen week post-test
in the experimental group.
Table 2
Evaluation ofCurriculum Components
Curriculum Corrponents Mean
Scripture memory (#21)
Reading the Gospel ofJohn (#22)
Talks about Biblical topics (#23)
Bible stones (#24)
Contemporary stones (#25)
Question and answer time (#26)
My adult mentor (#27)
The confirmation retreat (#28)
The movie "Simon Birch" (#29)
The confirmation dinner (#30)
4.43
5.14
4.86
5.43
4.71
4.29
4.83
5.67
5.17
3.71
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The means of the sixteen week post-test scores clustered between 3 ^1 and 5 67,
representing responses from disagree (3 points) upward to strongly agree (6 points)
Question 28, "The confirmation retreat," drew the highest mean score at 5.67
Question 24, "Bible stories," drew the second highest mean score, 5 43. Question 29.
"The movie 'Simon Birch,"' recorded the third highest mean score at 5.16. One subject
wrote on her test about "Simon Birch," "It taught me a lot." Question 22, "Reading the
gospel of John," had the fourth highest score at 5. 14. Question 30, "The confirmation
dinner," drew the lowest score at 3.71.
Journal entries were made at the conclusion of the confirmation class. One
question asked, "What did you enjoy most about Confirmation?" Two of the seven
subjects answered, "the stories." When asked, "What story meant the most to you in
confirmation class and why?" one youth wrote, "The story about the missionary and the
twenty-six angels protecting him meant the most to me because it tells me that if you pray
for something or someone your prayer will be answered." Another subject responded,
"about the guy who was getting ready to kill himself because God sent the friend to
help." A third wrote, '"Simon Birch' because it showed that God has a plan for
everyone." Confirmands were asked to answer the question, "What was the most
important change that took place in your life as a result of confirmation?" Replies ranged
from external changes such as, "I read the Bible more," and "went to church more," to
attitudinal changes such as 'T have learned to be nicer to people I don't like and do what
God/Jesus would do and would want me to do." Others wrote, "I helped my six year old
half-sister bring Jesus into her heart" and 'T made more friends in the confirmation class.
It's the most important because I was new in town."
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The overall Methodist SWB rose 6.86 between the pre-test and ten week post-test.
then drops 4. 1 5 on the sixteen-week post-test. The ten week post-test was 2 71 points
higher than the pre-test SWB score means. Methodist RWB rose 3.43 between pre-test
and ten week post-test, then decreases 3. 1 5 on the sixteen week post-test. The ten week
post-test was 0.28 higher than the pre-test RWB score means. Methodist EWB rose 3 43
between pre-test and ten week post-test, then decreases 1 .00 on the sixteen week post-
test. The sixteen week post-test was 2.43 points higher than the pre-test.
The overall Presbyterian SW^ rose 0.57 between the pre-test and ten week post-
test, and continued to rise another 2.57 points from ten week post-test to sixteen week
post-test. The sixteen week post-test was 3 14 higher than the pre-test SWB score means.
Presbyterian RWB decreases slightly 0.28 from pre-test to ten week post-test. RWB
increases 2.29 on the sixteen week-post test. The RWB sixteen week post-test was 2.01
higher than the pre-test. Presbyterian EWB shows an increase of 0.86 from pre-test to ten
week post-test, then a slight increase of 0.27 from ten week post-test to sixteen week
post -test. Presbyterian EWB shows an increase of 1 . 13 from pre-test to sixteen week
post-test.
Summary
The data presented here indicates that the mean scores increased for the subjects
that participated in a ten-week confirmation class experience. The SWB scores indicate
that the spiritual growth lasted as long as sixteen weeks.
The ten week post-test demonstrated that the confirmation class receiving story
treatment reported a higher increase of spiritual well-being than the class that did not
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receive story treatment. However, this increase did not sustain to the sixteen week post-
test.
The experimental group reported that the use of story contributed to the spiritual
growth they reported during the class.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Interpretation
This chapter presents an evaluation and interpretation of the data presented in
Chapter 4 Additionally, limitations of the study, unexpected conclusions, fijrther
questions the study raises, how the study relates to current literature, and practical
applications for further studies are discussed.
Limitations of the Study
A small number of junior high students participated in this study. Because of this
fact, the data presented can only be valid for this study and these subjects. It can not be
inferred that a similar project with a similar make-up of subjects would yield the same
results. However, I hope persons in pastoral ministry can glean helpful insights into
future confirmation classes methods.
Discussion of the findings
Because ofthe low N, I could not use the data to make definitive statements However,
I will attempt to draw some conclusions and make some observations.
The data showed that the spiritual well-being of junior high students enrolled in a ten-
week confirmation class improved, though with some variation from what was expected.
The data showed in the long-term (sixteen weeks) that the story treatment group did not
grow more than the Presbyterian group. This was a surprise. It was puzzling that the story
treatment grew more in the short-term (6 29 points higher in SWB from pre-test to post-test),
but did not do as well in the long-term. The data from the six-week post-test showed both
groups enjoyed a small increase in SWB. Although very close in RWB and EWB, I will offer
some possible explanations.
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Presbyterian RWB increased 1.73 points higher than Methodist RWB from post-test to
six-week post-test. This could be explained by what the rite of confirmation means to
Presbyterian confirmands. In the Presbyterian church, confirmation means church membership
and the ability to vote in congregational elections. Also, the senior pastor led the Presbyterian
group. Pastor Schramm is 52. Because he symbolizes the senior leadership in the church, this
could mean that the Presbyterian youth saw themselves accepted as adults in the congregation
Hence, Presbyterian confirmation results in new responsibility and privilege. In the Methodist
church, confirmation does not result in a significant change in status. Because the associate
pastor taught the class, the youth and the congregation may not view Methodist confirmation as
initiation into the adult worship and faith community. The associate pastor is 33 and would not
be symbolic of adult leadership in the church.
Also, the size of the two churches differ. Because the Presbyterians' have a smaller,
more intimate congregation, the senior pastor may have more perceived authority in his
leadership role in the confirmation class. The Methodist church has approximately 650
members and averages 325 in the two worship services. The Presbyterian church has 380
members and averages 188 in morning worship.
Methodist EWB recorded 1.3 points higher than Presbyterian EWB from post-test to six-
week post-test. This could be explained by greater social interaction during the confirmation
class. Methodist confirmands enjoyed group activities at the beginning of each confirmation
class, a confirmation retreat, and a confirmation dinner. The Presbyterian group did not have
the benefit of these three relational activities.
Some observations are in order concerning the six-week post-test. The Methodist SWB
post-test was given on a Tuesday morning during the Christmas holidays. The Presbyterian
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SWB post-test took place in confirmand homes because of a snow storm that cancelled school.
This may have had a positive effect on Presbyterian SWB resuhs.
The post-test results confirmed my hypothesis that the story treatment confirmation class
would recorder higher SWB. However, the six-week post-test data did not confirm my
hypothesis. Because of the low N, the statements are made with caution.
The results of the study raise additional questions: Does story treatment have greater
spiritual impact in the short-term than in the long-term"^ What effect do denominational
confirmation curriculum programs have on the SWB of junior high school youth"^ What age
level is most appropriate for confirmation classes? How many weeks should the church offer
confirmation classes? In what ways do males and females differ in response to story treatment'^
How does the spiritual growth ofmultiple-church confirmation groups vary from a single-
church confirmation group? How does the relationship between the teacher and confirmand
affect spiritual growth?
How Current Findings Fit into Related Literature
Data from the current research ties into the stream of related literature. I concluded that
confirmation classes produce spiritual changes in junior high youth that lasted to sixteen weeks.
The fourteen confirmation students reported an overall increase in SWB from pre-test to
ten week post-test of 2.93, an increase ofRWB of 1 . 1 5 and an increase in EWB of 1 .79. From
pre-test to ten week post-test, SWB increased 3 .72, RWB rose 1.57, and EWB rose 2 14.
Methodist SWB rose 6.86 points from pre-test to ten week post-test, while RWB and
EWB increased 3.43 points each.
Oheim reported that sixteen seventh-graders in a ten-week confirmation class had an
increase of 8.75 points from pre-test to ten week post-test. RWB increased 5 12 and EWB
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increased 4.00 (Oheim 64-66). Although overall scores for the Methodist confirmation group
were lower than Oheim 's group, the scores are in similar range.
Venable found that eight high school youth who participated in a one-week backpacking
trip that included a rite of passage element had SWB twelve week post-test mean scores 2 50
above the pre-test levels. EWB fell -0.50 below pre-test level and RWB rose 3.00 (Stephen
Venable 54).
Stories invite growth and change (Bradt, Marsh, MacDonald, Bausch, Coles,
Westerhoff). Many denominational curricula neglect the power of story to facilitate Hfe and
faith transformation. The two confirmation classes were found to produce positive changes in
spiritual well-being which lasted to sixteen weeks.
Two changes may offer the possibility of greater growth in future confirmation
experiences. One, having the senior pastor teach the class or play a key role in the confirmation
experience may help frame the experience more as a rite of passage. Two, a confirmation class
that offers extended exposure to story during a calendar year may have greater long-term impact
on spiritual growth and development.
Practical applications of findings
The current study offers several possibilities for church ministries. As mainline
churches struggle to create life transforming confirmation class opportunities, I hope the
experimental atmosphere allows for continued creativity and experimentation in the
confirmation class setting. Hopefully, insights shared in this study will help future confirmation
class designs. As a resuh of this study, the First United Methodist Church, Marion, Indiana,
plans to move to a year-long confirmation model that incorporates opportunities for church and
community service as well as summer church camp experiences.
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As the field of narrative theology grows, more research needs to be done into how the
use of story affects spiritual growth in youth. Christian education could benefit in discovering
how best to use story in the classroom. Teaching strategies need to incorporate concrete and
abstract principles.
Suggestions for improvement
After reflecting on the process, I offer several suggestions for improving the curriculum
and the confirmation process. First, I would change the name of the curriculum from TellMe
the Secrets to TellMe the Stories. This would better communicate the curriculum theme.
Second, it would have been helpfiil to gather written feedback from the Presbyterian group on
how the subjects processed the stories they heard. Third, I would have invited the senior pastor
of the church to have a presence and role in teaching the confirmation class. Fourth, I would
have asked the subjects for more specific feedback on the stories that were shared. For instance,
instead of asking, "How did the contemporary stories help you grow spiritually," I would have
asked, "How did the story about the USC professor help you grow spiritually."
Reflecting on the process, I learned that the control group subjects processed the stories
on many different levels. I marveled at how stories helped the subjects reflect on spiritual,
relation, and ethical issues.
Summary
Life and story move hand in hand. Where one finds life, one finds story The stories we
hear powerfully affect our lives. God communicates to man primarily through story found in
Scripture. Because every person needs story, story appeals universally to men and women,
boys and girls.
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The study brought a new awareness of American storytellers that include television.
movies, and music. God calls us to forsake writing our own story, and join with him in
conforming to the story of Jesus. As we hear, leam, and conform to the story of Jesus, we
become true Christian disciples.
As youth are introduced to God's story, stories of the Christian community, and stories
ofGod's power working in the personal lives of contemporary Christians, they are offered
opportunities to grow spiritually, mentally, and relationally. Confirmation classes offer
churches the opportunity to help nurture and affirm faith in young lives.
APPENDIX A
Research Permission Form for Minor Subjects
Atha 1.4
August 21, 1998
I give permission for my son or daughter to participate in Matthew
Atha's Doctoral research project through the Asbury Theological
Seminary in Wilmore, Kentucky. This will include taking the same
testing instrument during the first confirmation class, at the concluding
confirmation class, and six weeks following the conclusion of the class. I
also understand that the testing material is confidential.
Parent's signature
Youth's name (please print)
Date
APPENDIX B
Tell Me the Secrets" Confirmation Curriculum Lesson Plans and Stories
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Curriculum goal. To help teens grow spiritually (defined as trusting Christ as Lord and
Savior, accepting Jesus' forgiveness, identifying ways God is working in their lives,
asking questions, reading Scripture, memorizing Scripture, increased sense of spiritual
well-being) by teaching through Biblical stories, personal testimony, and contemporary
stories.
Objectives.
1 . Teens will learn that confirmation is a time to ask questions and a time for
spiritual growth.
2. Teens will define, "What is confirmation?"
3. Teens will covenant to God and others during confirmation to participate
through attendance and fulfillment of assignments.
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Mentors greet confirmands as they enter. Talk with
them. Be enthusiastic and remember God is working through you!
6:10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "How's yours"
Confirmands sit in a circle. Tt' is escorted to the Jr. High
room while the group decides on a noun or a thing each person
has and will describe when asked by 'it'-- "How's yours"^"
Example: If the object is a shoe. Someone may answer:
"White, black, dirty, new. . " From the answers given, the person
has to guess what the object is.
Schedule for Confirmation Day #1
Tuesday, September 15, 1998
6:20 p.m. Begin with a prayer in a circle.
Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. What is confirmation?
Pop quiz. Confirmands will get a ten minute discussion about
what confirmation is, and what it is not. Expectations will be
discussed. Assignments will be discussed. Covenant will be
filled out and signed. Bible and notebooks will be handed out.
6:40 p.m. Biblical story: Luke 2:41-52
Jesus in the Jerusalem temple.
6:55 p.m. Sr. high mentors share their story.
Your task here is to talk about how your life was impacted by vour
confirmation experience How was your life changed? How has your
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relationship with Jesus changed'^ Use personal examples and
experiences. What stories of change and growth can confirmands
share with you"^
7:10 p.m. Personal testimony. Matthew Atha.
7:15 p.m. General confirmation questions.
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
7:29 p.m. Close with prayer- holding hands in a circle.
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Schedule for Confirmation Day #2
Tuesday, September 22, 1998
Objectives:
1 Teens will learn that God is real.
2 Teens will share how God is revealed in nature and the Bible.
3 Teens will share when God has been most real to them.
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Mentors greet confirmands as they enter. Talk with
them. Be enthusiastic and remember God is working through you!
6:10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "All tied up."
1 . Divide the group into pairs and give each person a three-foot
string. Have one person in each pair tie the ends of his or her
string to his or her wrists. Have the other person in the pair
loop his or her cord through the partner's cord and then tie the ends
to his or her cord through the partner's cord and then tie the ends to
his or her wrists. The two partners are now connected.
2. Ask the pairs to disentangle without untying the cord. It is possible.
Instruct the successful participants not to help those who are still
trying to disentangle.
6:25 p.m. Begin with prayer in a circle.
Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. Would the real God please stand up!
Youth will get a ten-minute discussion about the real God. There
are a lot of "gods" to chose from, but there is only one true God.
Matthew will go through these major options so the
confirmands will understand the options, and that all of us
follow some "god." Confirmands need to know this reality so
that they will have the opportunity to consciously choose the God
they will follow.
6:40 p.m. Biblical story: I Kings 18:16-39 (Elijah and Baal prophets)
6:55 p.m. Sr. high mentors tell their story
Your task here is to talk about how you used to picture God.
Contrast your earlier picture ofGod with your present picture
ofGod. How has that picture (that relationship) changed. How
is God more important to you now'^ Use personal examples
and experiences. When has God been the most real to you*^
What stories of God's presence can confirmands share with you'^
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7:10 p.m. Contemporai7 story. USC professor.
7:15 p.m. God questions.
1 What are some ways that we know God is real*^
2 What does creation tell us about God*^
3 What does the Bible tell us about God*^
4. What does my experience with God tell me about Him'^
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
7:29 p.m. Close with prayer-holding hands in a circle.
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Schedule for Confirmation Day #3
Tuesday, September 29, 1998
Objectives:
1 . Teens will learn that sin has consequences.
2 Teens will identify specific ways sin has damaged their lives.
3. Teens will share how sin has damaged relationships with God, family, and friends
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Sr. high mentors greet confirmands as they enter Talk with
them. Be enthusiastic and remember God is working through you!
6:10 p.m. Crowd Breaker, "Knots."
1 . Ask confirmands to form a circle.
2. Have each person stretch his or her right hand into the center
of the circle and grab any hand (except for the person's next to him or
her).
3. Have the participants repeat this with their left hands. Do not hold
two hands of the same person.
4. Now have groups untangle without talking!
6:25 p.m. Begin with prayer in a circle.
Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. Sin is hell!
Youth will get a ten-minute discussion about sin. Sin is not so
much the "bad" things we do, but an inward attitude. The "bad things"
we do are only the outward symptom of a selfish attitude
6:40 p.m. Biblical story: Genesis 3 (The Fall)
6:55 p.m. Sr. high mentors tell their story.
Your task here is to talk about how sin has messed up your
life! How has sin affected you? How has it affected your
relationships'^' How has your relationship with Jesus changed
how sin affects you? How has your relationship with Jesus
helped you to feel valuable, important, and special?
7:10 p.m. Contemporary story: Mahatma Gandhi
7:15 p.m. Sin questions.
1 What are some ways that we know that sin is there*^
2 What does sin in people's lives do to our relationship
a. with ourselves*^
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b. with God
c. with others'^
3 What does the Bible tell us about sin*^
4 What does my experience with sin tell me about how sin
has affected me*^ My relationship with my friends'^
My relationship with my parents?
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
7:29 p.m. Close with prayer-holding hands in a circle.
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Schedule for Confirmation Day #4
Tuesday, October 6,1998
Objectives
1 Teens will learn that Jesus died for their sins.
2. Teens will share the difference between knowing about Jesus and knowing
Jesus.
3 Teens will accept forgiveness for sins that Jesus provides.
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Sr. high mentors greet confirmands as they enter. Talk with
them. Be enthusiastic and remember that God is working through you!
6:10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "Blind Line Up."
1 . Sr. high mentors tie blind folds over the eyes of the confirmands.
2. Sr. high mentors blind fold themselves and the group lines up without
speaking�according to their height.
3 . Repeat with these variations: according to shoe size, month of
birth, color of eyes.
6:25 p.m. Begin with a prayer in a circle
Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. Jesus still makes the headlines!
Youth will get a ten-minute discussion about Jesus. Who is Jesus'^
Why is He so controversial! Jesus is the Savior. He has forgiven
our sins. Everyone on earth is forgiven, but forgiveness does us no
good ifwe are not in a relationship with Jesus. Jesus is Lord.
He knows what is best for our lives. To make Him Lord is to give
Him control of our life, to ask Him through prayer to guide our
decisions, etc. Jesus is fully God as Lord, and fully human as Savior.
6:40 p.m. Biblical stories: John 3:1-21 (Jesus talks to Nicodemus) , John 1 1 (Jesus
raises Lazarus)
6:55 p.m. Sr high mentors tell their story
Your task here is to talk about who Jesus is to you know What
has made Him more of a person rather than just a cartoon-type
Bible character"^ What has your relationship with Jesus done
for you? What does "Jesus as Savior" mean to you? What
does "Jesus as Lord" mean to you'^
7:10 p.m. Contemporary story: The Room.
7:15 p.m. Jesus questions
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1 What's the difference between Icnowing about Jesus and knowing
Jesus'^
2 How do I accept the forgiveness that Jesus offers'^
3. What does my experience with Jesus tell me how He has affected
me'^ My relationship with my friends? My relationship with my parents'^
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
7:29 p.m. Close with pi-ayer- holding hands in a circle.
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Schedule for Confirmation Day #5
October 13, 1998
Objectives:
1 . Teens will learn that the Holy Spirit makes Jesus real and brings Scripture to
our minds
2. Teen will learn the importance ofmemorizing Scripture.
3 Teens will identify ways the Holy Spirit is working in their lives.
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Mentors greet confirmands as they enter. Talk with
them. Be enthusiastic and remember God is working through you!
6:10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "Electric fence"
1 . Tie a string five feet off the ground between two objects that
are at least ten feet apart.
2. Tell confirmands their goal is to get the whole group over the string
without touching it. Tell them there is an electric field from the string
to the ground and if they touch the string or a body part under the string
they are "shocked" and have to start over.
3. Adequate spotters are essential! This is serious. People will get
hurt if they are dropped.
6:25 p.m. Begin with a prayer in a circle.
Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. Holy Spirit.
Youth will get a ten-minute discussion about the Holy Spirit.
The Holy Spirit is a person, not an it. The Holy Spirit listens, cares
for us, guides us, shows us what is right. The Holy Spirit makes Jesus
real, gives us instructions for our life, and brings Scripture to our mind.
That is why it is important to memorize Scripture, so the Holy Spirit can
bring it to our mind when we need it. He lives in us and provides us with
everything we need to be in God's will. The Spirit gives gifts, and the
authentic gifts produce real fiiiit (love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, self-
control, etc.)
6:40 p.m. Biblical story: Acts 9: 1-3 1 (Saul's conversion)
6:55 p.m. Sr. high mentors story.
Your task here is to talk about your discover ofwho the Holy Spirit is.
What was it that helped you begin to understand the Holy Spirit a
little better (church camp, etc.). How has the Holy Spirit made Jesus
real to you*^ When has the Holy Spirit brought Scripture to your mind'^
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7:10 p.m. Contemporary storv: Chuck Swindoll.
7:15 p.m. Holy Spirit questions.
1 . What are some ways that people misunderstand who the Holy Spirit
2. What are some ways that help us experience our relationship with
the Holy Spirit.
3. What does the Bible tell us about the Holy Spirit"^
4. What does my experience with the Holy Spirit tell me about how He
has affected me? My relationship with friends'^ My relationship with
my parents'^
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
7:29 p.m. Close with prayer- holding hands in a circle
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Schedule for Confirmation Day #6
Tuesday, October 20, 1998
Objectives:
1 . Teens will learn the power of God's Word to resist temptation and provide
guidance.
2 Teens will share their favorite Bible verse.
3 Teens will identify specific ways they can make the Bible become more a part
of their lives.
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Mentors greet confirmands as they enter. Talk with them.
Be enthusiastic and remember God is working through you!
6:10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "Trust fall"
1 . Ask confirmands to remove their watches and glasses. Have them
form two lines facing one another.
2. Instruct the confirmands to stretch their arms out in front of them,
palms upward, in a position to catch a falling person. Do not have them
lock arms with the people across from them. Instead, have them ahernate
arms with those standing opposite them.
3. Encourage all individuals to participate in this activity, yet do not force
them. The first person climbs up on a chair or couch two feet high and
falls backward into the group.
With a few of the people, instead of letting them down after catching
them, lift them up above your heads and carry them.
6:25 p.m. Begin with prayer in a circle. Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. The Bible
Youth will get a ten minute discussion about the Bible. It is God's
Word. It is co-written by God and human beings. God spoke through
human experience, but also made sure that they did not describe
Him inaccurately or present untruth. The Bible does have power.
God created through a single word. Words are powerful. They
either build up or destroy The Word, when trusted, builds us up,
reveals God to us, and draws us closer to God.
6:40 p.m. Bible story: Matthew 4: 1-1 1
6:55 p.m. Sr high mentors story.
Your task here is to talk about your discovery of the Bible. What
was your picture of the Bible several years ago*^ What is your
picture now'^ What is interesting about the Bible to you*^ What is your
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favorite story in the Bible to you^ What is your favorite verse in
the Bible'^ Why are you willing to believe the Bible*^
1 What are some ways that people misunderstand the Bible*^
2. What are some ways that help us experience the power of the Bible'^
3. What does the Bible tell us about itself*
4. How do I want to make the Bible more a part ofmy life*^ My
relationship with friends? My relationship with my parents'^'
7:10 p.m. Contemporary story Air Force pilot
7:15 p.m. Bible questions.
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
7:29 p.m. Close with prayer- holding hands in a circle.
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Schedule for Confirmation Day #7
Tuesday, October 27, 1^
Objectives:
1 Teens will learn that the body ofChrist is Jesus' love in action.
2 Teenswill share stocies of how thebody of Christ has erLcouraged-theirL
Teens will identify ways they could improve the body of Christ.J,
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Sr^Jiigh-mentors greet -confifmands as they enter. Talk
with them. Be enthusiastic and remember God is working through you!
6: 10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "Lap sit"
1 . Ask all thexonfirmands to ^nd irLaxircle. Ask each jiersen^o turn
clock wise and get close to the back of the person in front of him or
her. Make sure the circle is tight!
2. All together, have everyone gently sit down on the lap of the person
behind him or her. If unsuccessful the first time, get closer together
and try again.
6:25 p.m. Begin with prayer in a circle.
Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. The Body ofChrist.
Youth will get a ten-minute discussion about the body of Christ The
body of Christ is just that. We are His hand, feet, mouth, heart.
He chooses to need us. It also means that Jesus is to be the head,
the mind, the will, the decision maker for the body.
6:40 p.m. Biblical story: Luke 10: 25-37 (The Good Samaritan)
6:55 p.m. Sr. high mentors story.
Your task here is to talk about how important the body of Christ
(church, youth group, etc.) is to you. How has the body ofChrist
encouraged you? How has it given you opportunities to serve
and grow spiritually? How have you encouraged others'^'
What stories can confirmands share with you about how the
body of Christ has helped them*^ How could we help improve
the body ofChrist?
7: 10 p.m. Contemporary story: This is the church!
7:15 p.m. Body questions.
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1 . What are some ways that people misunderstand the bodv of Christ ''
2 What are some ways that help us experience the power of being the
body of Christ
3 What does the Bible tell us about the body ofChrist'^
4. How do I make the body ofChrist more a part ofmy life"^ With
my relationship with my friends'^ My relationship with my parents'?*
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
7:29 p.m. Close with prayer- holding hands in a circle.
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Schedule for Confirmation Day #8
November 3, 1998
Objectives:
1 Teens will learn that good things happen when we pray
2. Teens will share answers to prayer in their lives.
3. Teens will celebrate answers to prayer in their lives.
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer.
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Sr. high mentors greet confirmands as they enter. Talk with
them. Be enthusiastic and remember God is working through you!
6: 10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "The Best"
Form a circle and ask the following questions:
What was one of the best vacations you ever had"^ Why?
What was one of the best birthdays you ever had*^ Why?
What was the best Christmas' you ever had*^ Why?
What was one of the best childhood experiences you ever had*^ Why*^
What was one of the best presents you ever received? Why?
What was one of the best family times you ever had'?* Why'^
6:25 p.m. Begin with a prayer in a circle.
Sr. high mentor prays.
6 :30 p.m . Power tools !
Youth will get a ten minute discussion about God's power tools for
believers. Power tools are those activities and disciplines that help
us build God's kingdom. Prayer is our power line to God. Spiritual
gifts are actual tools for specific tasks. Worship sharpens the tools,
etc.
6:40 p.m. Biblical story: Acts 12: 1-19 (The church prays for Peter)
6:55 p.m. Sr. high mentors tell their story
Your task here is to talk about how prayer has impacted your life.
How has God answered prayers in your life'?'
What is the biggest prayer God has answered in your life'?'
When has God answered 'no' to your prayer'?'
7:10 p.m. Story: Prayer is the key.
7:15 p.m. Prayer questions.
I What are some ways people misunderstand prayer.
2 What are some answers to prayer you have seen in your life.
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3 How do I want prayer to become more a part of my life*^
With my relationship with friends'?' With my relationship with
my parents'?*
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
p.m. Close with prayer-holding hands in a circle-giving thanks to God for
specific answered prayers.
Schedule for Confirmation Day #9
November 10, 1998
Objectives;
1 Teens will learn that God call every believer to ministry
2 Teens will share ways God has called them to help others.
3. Teens will share ways God may be calling them in the future.
5:45 p.m. Confirmation team gathers for prayer
6:00 p.m. Gathering. Sr. high mentors greet confirmands as they enter.
Talk with them. Be enthusiastic and remember God is working
through you!
6:10 p.m. Crowd breaker, "Chubby bunnies." Divide into two groups, girls
and guys. Have the girls begin by placing two marshmellows
in their mouth and each girl saying, "Chubby bunnies, chubby bunnies,
chubby bunnies." After each girl successfully completes the
challenge, have each girl add another marshmellow. The girl who
is able to place the most marshmellows in her mouth and say
"chubby bunnies" three times out loud wins. Have the guys do
the same task.
6:25 p.m. Begin with prayer in a circle.
Sr. high mentor prays.
6:30 p.m. The Call
Youth will get a 10-minute discussion about God's call to each
believer. God's call is unique to each individual. Some are called
to be full time ministers or youth pastors. Some are called to work
in a secular job that will give them an opportunity to do ministry
in the world. To be a Christian that has an impact at work: banking
politics, education, etc. God has called every believer to be in
ministry wherever they are�even teenagers!
6:40 p.m. Biblical stories: David as shepherd in I Samuel 16: 1-13, I Samuel
17:33-50; Disciples fishing in Matthew 4:18-22.
6:55 p.m. Sr. high mentors tell their story.
Your task here is to talk about how you have heard and experienced
God's call in your life. What has he called you to do now among your
Christian and non-Christian friends'^ How have you followed through
on your call to follow Christ and serve Him. Have you an idea ofwhat
your call may be in the fiiture. Share with the group how you know,
and what you plan to do about it.
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7:00 p.m. Story: Matthew Atha's personal testimony
7:10 p.m. Call questions: 1 What are ways people mis-understand God's call'?'
2 What are some ways you have already responded to God's call
to be in ministry? 3. What are some ways you believe God may be
calling you to serve Him'?'
7:25 p.m. Let Us Pray video
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Confirmation Week 2- God
USC Professor
This is a true story about a deeply committed atheist who taught philosophy at the
prestigious University of Southern California (USC).
His primary goal for one required class was to spend the entire semester
attempting to prove that God couldn't exist. His students were always afraid to argue
with him because of his impeccable logic.
For twenty years, he had taught this class and no one had ever had the courage to
go against him. Sure, some had argued in class at times, but no one had ever "really gone
against him."
Nobody would go against him because he had a reputation. At the end of every
semester, on the last day, he would say to his class of 300 students, "If there anyone here
who still believes in Jesus, stand up!" In twenty years, no one had even stood up. They
knew what he was going to do next.
He would say, "because anyone who does believe in God is a fool. IfGod
existed, he could stop this piece of chalk from hitting the ground and breaking. Such a
simple task to prove that he is God, and yet he can't do it."
And every year, he would drop the chalk onto the tile floor of the classroom and it
would shatter into a hundred pieces. All of the students could do nothing but stop and
stare.
Most of the students were convinced that God's couldn't exist. Certainly, a
number ofChristians had slipped through, but for 20 years, they had been too afraid to
stand up.
Well, a few years ago, there was a freshman who happened to get enrolled in the
class. He was a Christian, and had heard the stories about this professor.
He had to take the class because it was one of the required classes for his major
and he was afraid. But for three months that semester, he prayed every morning that he
would have the courage to stand up no matter what the professor said or what the class
thought.
Nothing they said or did could ever shatter his faith, he hoped.
Finally the day came. The professor said, "If there is anyone here who still
believes in God, stand up!" The professor and the class or 300 people looked at him,
shocked, as he stood up at the back of the classroom.
The professor shouted, "You fool! IfGod existed, he could keep this piece of
chalk from breaking when it hit the ground!"
He proceeded to drop the chalk, but as he did, it slipped out of his fingers, off his
shirt cuff, onto the pleats of his pants, down his leg, and off his shoe. As it hit the
ground, it simply rolled away, unbroken (finish story?)
The professor's jaw dropped as he stared at the chalk. He looked up at the young
man and then ran out of the lecture hall. The young man who had stood up proceeded to
walk to the front of the room and share his faith in Jesus for the next half-hour. Three
hundred students stayed and listened as he told of God's love for them and of his power
through Jesus. "Yet to all who received HIM, to those who believed in HIS name, FIE
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gave the right to become children ofGod-children bom not of natural descem, nor of
human decision or a husband's will, but bom ofGOD
"
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Confirmation W eeli 3- Sin
Mahatma Gandhi's Grandson
Mahatma Gandhi led the people of India in a movement of nonviolence designed
to secure independence from the country ofEngland about fifty years ago. Gandhi was a
very wise man, respected throughout the country. His grandson was also a wise man.
His grandson shares the following story:
Gandhi's car broke down and so he and his son drove to the garage to get it fixed.
The mechanic promised Gandhi that the car would be repaired by 3 p.m. Gandhi's son
told his father he would return to pick him up at 3 p.m. Both went different directions.
After looking around the stores, a movie caught the attention of Gandhi's son. The
movie finished at 4 p.m. After leaving the theatre, Gandhi's son went to pick up the car
and then meet his father. Gandhi looked at his watch- it was 4:30 p.m. He asked his son
where he had been. "The car wasn't finished until 4 p.m.�so that is why I was late," his
son explained. Gandhi looked directly into his son's eyes. "When you didn't arrive at 3
p.m., I phoned the garage and asked if the car was ready. The mechanic said, 'Yes, but
your son hasn't arrived.' You have lied to me. You must leam, when someone lies,
someone else always pays. For this reason, I will walk home. You will drive behind me
in the car."
When someone lies, someone else pays.
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Confirmation Week 4- Jesus
The Room
In that place between wakefulness and dreams, I found myself in the room. There
were no distinguishing features save for the one wall covered with small index card files.
They were like the ones in libraries that list the titles by author or subject in alphabetical
order. But these files, which stretched from floor to ceiling and seemingly endlessly in
either direction, had very different headings.
As 1 drew near the wall of files, the first to catch my attention was one that read
"People I have liked." I opened it and began flipping through the cards. I quickly shut it.
shocked to realize that I recognized the names in every one. And then whhout being told,
I realized where I was. This lifeless room with its small files was a crude catalog system
for my life. Here were written the actions ofmy every moment, big and small, in detail
my memory couldn't match.
A sense ofwonder and curiosity, coupled with horror, stirred within me as I began
randomly opening files and exploring their content. Some brought joy and sweet
memories, others a sense of shame and regret so intense that I would look over my
shoulder to see if anyone was watching. A file named "Friends" was next to one named
"Friends I have betrayed." The titles ranged from the mundane to the outright weird.
"Books I have read," Xies I have told," "Comfort I have given," "Jokes I have laughed
at." Some were almost hilarious in their exactness, "Things I've yelled at my brothers,"
"Others I couldn't laugh at," "Things I have done in my anger," "Things I have
muttered under by breath at my parents." I never ceased to be surprised by the contents.
Often, there were many more cards than I expected. Sometimes less than I hoped.
I was overwhelmed by the sheer volume of the life I had lived. Could it be possible that I
had the time to write each of these thousands or even millions of these cards'?* But each
card confirmed this truth. Each was written in my own handwriting. Each signed with
my signature. When I pulled out the file "Songs I have listened to, I realized the files
grew to contain their contents. The cards were packed tightly and yet after two or three
yards, I had not found the end of the file. I shut it, shamed not so much by the quality of
music, but more by the vast amount of time I knew the file represented.
I came to the file marked "Lustful thoughts." I felt a chill run through my body
I pulled the file out only an inch, not willing to test its size, and drew out a card. I
shuttered at its detailed content. I felt sick to think that such a moment had been
recorded. One thought dominated my mind, "No one must see this room! I have to
destroy them!" In an intense fi-enzy I yanked the file out. Its size did not matter now. I
had to empty it and bum the cards. But as I took it at one end and began pounding it on
the floor, I could not dislodge a single card. I became desperate and pulled out a card
only to find it was as strong as steel when I tried to tear it. Defeated and utterly helpless,
I retumed the file to its slot. Leaning my forehead against the wall, I let out a long self-
pitying sigh. And then I saw it. The title bore "People I have shared the gospel with."
The handle was brighter than those around it, newer, almost unused. I pulled on its
handle and a small box not more than three inches long fell into my hands. I could count
the cards it contained on one hand.
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And then the tears came. I began to weep. Sobs so deep that the hurt started in
my stomach and shoot through me. I fell on my knees and cried. I cried out of shame,
from the overwhelming shame of it all. The rows of file shelves swirled in my tear-filled
eyes. No one must ever know of this room. I must lock it up and hide the key
But then, as I pushed away the tears, I saw him. No, please not him. Not here.
Oh, anyone but Jesus. I watched helplessly as He began to open the files and read the
cards. I couldn't bear to watch his response. And in the moments I could bring myself to
look at His face, I saw a sorrow deeper than my own. He seemed to intuitively go to the
worst boxes. Did he have to read every one"?* Finally, he turned and looked at me across
the room. He looked at me with pity in his eyes. But this was a pity that didn't anger me
I dropped my head, covered my face with my hands and began to cry again. He walked
over and put his arms around me. He could have said so many things. But he didn't say
a word. He just cried with me. Then he got up and walked back to the wall of files.
Starting at one end of the room, he took out a file and one by one, began to sign his name
over mine on each card. "No!" I shouted, rushing to him. All I could find to say was,
"No, no," as I pulled the card from him. His name shouldn't be on these cards. But there
it was, written in red so rich, so dark, so alive. The name of Jesus covered mine. It was
written with His blood. He gently took the card back. He smiled a sad smile and began
to sign the cards. I don't think I'll ever understand how He did it so quickly, but the next
instant it seemed I heard him close the last file and walk back to my side. He placed his
hand on my shoulder and said, "It is finished." I stood up and He led me out of the room.
There was no lock on its door. There were still cards to be written.
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Confirmation Week 5- The Holy Spirit
Chuck Swindoll
Chuck Swindoll pastor, writer, and speaker, tells how the Holy Spirit brought
Scripture to mind to deliver him from temptation. Chuck pastored a large church in
Southern California and had a daily radio show called "Insight for Living" that was
broadcast throughout the country. Chuck has a beautiful wife and several children.
Because Chuck was a popular speaker, he would often travel and be away fi"om
his family. On one occasion. Chuck was asked to speak in Canada. He had been away
from home for several days, and there were eight more to go. Chuck was bored. He had
finished his speaking duties for the day and went down to the hotel restaurant to eat.
During the meal, he began to feel sorry for himself He was by himself and he missed his
family After finishing his meal, he walked through the hotel lobby. There he saw two
beautifiil women talking on the telephone. He walked to the elevator and pushed the up
button. As he walked onto the elevator, the two women followed him on. He punched
the button for the sixth floor. The women didn't reach for the row of buttons, so he asked,
"What floor?" One of the women looked at him sensually and said, "How about six*^
Do you have plans'?*"
They were all alone in an elevator in Canada; they were available; he was lonely
Do you know what immediately flashed into his mind? His wife and four children'?' No,
not at first. His position as pastor and nationally sought after speaker? No, not then. The
possibility of being seen or set up? No�the Holy Spirit reminded him of some verses he
had memorized:
'T)o not be deceived: God cannot be mocked. A man reaps what he sows."
Galatians 6:7
And Ephesians 6; 1 1 : "Put on the fiill armor ofGod so that you can take your
stand against the devil's schemes."
The Holy Spirit brought God's word to his rescue.
He looked at the two and replied, "No thanks. I've got more important things to
do than that stuff"
(Taken from Student Disciple Ministries "Back to Basics" by Billy Beacham. Ft Worth,
TX. 1988. Page 61)
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Confirmation Week 6- The Bible
Air Force pilot
Greg was a pilot in training for the United States Air Force. It had always been
his dream to fly an F-16. While Greg grew up in a small town in Ohio, he had gone to
see the movie "Top Gun." The movie fascinated him He had flown one or twice as a
boy and loved it.
When he began college at Ohio State University in Columbus, he enrolled in the
ROTC. He loved taking classes that talked about Air Force planes. Whenever he had
week-end training, he loved to fly to the air force base were they trained.
Upon graduation, Greg was commissioned as an officer. He began flight school
in Pensacola, Florida. His life long dream of flying an F-16 was about to be realized He
spent hours and hours in the classes before being allowed into a flight simulator. The
instructors stressed over and over again that the pilots must trust their instrument panel at
all times. One instructor, a man in his sixties who flew combat missions in Korea and
Vietnam told the young pilots, 'There will be times when you will feel like you are
flying right-side up, when the instrument panel says you are flying upside down.
Remember, no matter how you feel, you must always trust your instrument panel. Your
life depends on it."
The big day arrived for Greg to go up in an F-16. A veteran pilot went with him.
The veteran had Greg do several barrel rolls. Greg became confused at one point. He
wasn't sure whether they were flying right-side up or upside down. He felt like they
were flying right-side up. He looked at his panel. The panel said the plan was upside
down.
The instructor's words came to mind. "Remember, no matter how you feel, you
must always trust your instrument panel." It was an important decision for Greg. He
made the necessary adjustments and according to the panel, they were right-side up
again.
When Greg brought the plane down to land, the instructor came out to meet him.
"Greg you finally became a pilot today. I watched you and listened to you on the radio. I
knew you were struggling with whether to go with your feelings or with the panel. True
pilots always go with the panel. Congratulations!"
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Confirmation Week 7- The Body of Christ
This is the church!
"He's gone." The paramedic speaks slowly and softly as if to ease the truth into
Karen's mind. But the truth strikes like a missile and explodes in shock and loneliness.
She feels jerked from reality, thrust into a twilight zone of pain. Then the gentle touch of
Ann's hand draws her back. Jeffs firm embrace surrounds her with strength. Jenny's
whispered word reminds her she is not alone. The tears that fall from David's eyes help
her find her own.
For over two years Tim and Karen had poured time, energy, and love into each
member of the small group they led. Now the love circles back and soothes the raw
edges ofgrief
This is the church
Angle pulls into the parking lot as she does every Monday night, but on this night
she drives past her usual parking area and parks her car by the maintenance building at
the rear of the church property. Walking back toward the church building, she silently
thanks God�again� for the mechanics who volunteer their time on Monday nights
While Angle attends the ministry for single mothers and her daughter attends a class for
children of divorce, a grease-smeared hero with his back on a concrete floor replaces the
U-joints on her car.
This is the church.
"This isn't about sports. This is about one man's joumey to faith." With the
agenda clarified, the discussion begins. The thousands of people who come to multiple
services that weekend hear Mike Singletary, former linebacker for the Chicago Bears,
speak openly about family, faith, and forgiveness.
It is a mixed crowd. Many are first-time visitors to the church, most ofwhom
have been brought by a friend or relative who regularly attends. Some of them have been
invited repeatedly before, but only the likes ofMike could break through their resistance.
Afterward, a young girl sends this note to the church office: "I've been trying to
get my father to church for years, but he would never come�until I told him Mike
Singletary was going to speak. He really listened to what Mike said about Christianity.
We had a good talk afterward, and he said he might come back. I can't believe it. Thank
you!"
This is the church.
The young man weeps as he reveals a story of childhood abuse so cmel that its
victim, his wife, buried the memories in her subconscious mind for fifteen years. But
now the surfaced memories haunt her, shatter the tranquillity of their home, and threaten
the security of their marriage. Both husband and wife are leaders in the church, with
visible, responsible roles, but now they feel helpless and exhausted and scared.
The husband sits alone in the middle of a circle of his peers. When he finishes his
story, one man reaches out and rests his hand on the young man's shoulder. Another
grips his arm. A woman holds his hand in hers. Soon he is wrapped in a corporate
embrace. Quietly his friends begin to pray, and for nearly an hour their words go to
heaven on his behalf
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This is the church.
Peanut butter. Spaghetti. Baked beans. Powdered milk. Coffee. Cereal Soup
Canned stew. Diapers. Shampoo. Toothpaste. Sue continues down the list, buymg three
of each item requested. The checkout clerk comments on her triplicate buying, but Sue
only chuckles.
On Sunday, Sue wraps the bags of groceries in black garbage bags and leaves
them on the pavement behind her car while she attends church. During the service,
volunteers load thousands of black garbage bags into pickup trucks and transport them to
the Food Pantry, which feeds hundreds of needy people each month.
This is the church.
Mark was walking home from school one day when he noticed the boy ahead of
him had tripped and dropped everything he was carrying. Mark knelt down and helped
the boy pick up the scattered articles. Since they were going the same way, he helped to
carry part of the burden. As they walked Mark discovered the boy's name was Bill, that
he loved video games, baseball and history, and that he was having lots of trouble with
his other subjects and that he had just broken up his girlfriend.
They arrived at Bill's home first and Mark was invited in for a Coke and watch
some television. The afternoon passed pleasantly few laughs and some shared small talk,
then Mark went home. They continued to see each other around school, had lunch
together one or twice, then both graduated from junior high school. They ended up in the
same high school where they had brief contacts over the years.
Finally, when they were seniors. Bill asked Mark if they could talk. Bill
reminded Mark of the day years ago when the first had met. "Did you even wonder why
I was carrying so many things home that day?" asked Bill. "You see, I cleaned out my
locker because I didn't want to leave a mess for anyone else. I had stored away some of
my mother's sleeping pills and I was going home to commit suicide. But after we spent
some time together talking and laughing, I realized that if I had killed myself, I would
have missed that time and so many others that might follow. So you see, Mark, when
you helped me pick up my stuff that day, you did a lot more than that, you saved my
life."
This is the church.
(Rediscovering Church, Lynne and Bill Hybels, Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1995,
pages 9-11) and
(Living in Grace Confirmation Series, by Mary Nasby Lohre and Julie A Lindesmith,
Grove City, OH: Augsburg Fortress, 1995, page 17)
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Confirmation Week 8- Prayer
Prayer Is the Key
A missionary on fiidough told this true story while visiting his home church in
Michigan.
While serving at a small field hospital in Africa, every two weeks I traveled by
bicycle through the jungle to a nearby city for supplies. This was a joumey of two days
and required camping ovemight at the halfway point. On one of these joumeys, I arrived
in the city where I planned to collect money from a bank, purchase medicine and
supplies, and then begin my two-day joumey back to the field hospital.
Upon arrival in the city, I observed two men fighting, one ofwhom had been
seriously injured. I treated him for his injuries and at the same time witnessed to him of
the Lord Jesus Christ. I then traveled two-days, camping ovemight, and arrived home
without incident.
Two weeks later I repeated my journey. Upon arriving in the city, I was
approached my the young man I had treated. He told me that he had known I carried
money and medicines. He said, "Some friends and I followed you into the jungle,
knowing you would camp ovemight. We planned to kill you and take your money and
dmgs. But just as we were about to move into your camp, we saw that you were
surrounded by 26 armed guards."
At this I laughed and said that I was certainly all alone out in that jungle campsite.
The young man pressed the point, however, and said, "No sire, I was not the only person
to see the guards. My five friends also saw them, and we all counted them. It was
because of the guards that we were afraid and left you alone
"
At this point in the sermon, one of the men in the congregation jumped to his feet
and intermpted the missionary and asked if he could tell him the exact day that this
happened. The missionary told the congregafion the date, and the man who intermpted
told him this story:
"On the night of your incident in Africa, it was moming here and I was preparing
to go play golf I was about to putt when I felt the urge to pray for you. In fact, the
urging of the Lord was so strong, I called men in this church to meet with me here in the
sanctuary to pray for you. Would all of those men who met with me on that day stand
up? The missionary wasn't concemed with who they were�he was too busy counting
how many men he saw. There were 26.
(Taken from Chicken Soup for the Christian Soul by Jack Canfield, Mark Victor Hansen,
Patty Aubery, and Nancy Mitchell, Deerfield Beach, FL: Health Communications, Inc
1997, pages 3 17-318, submitted by Murray Moerman.)
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Confirmation Week 9- Tlie Call
Personal testimony
The Lord often works in different ways to call us. God called me to preach using
a variety of experiences. He worked through an older youth in high school that I
admired. He gave me opportunities to preach while I was young and put a man named
Marc Yancey into my life while in college who challenged me to pursue preaching
While growing up in Belton, Texas, our church would allow the youth to lead the
services once a year When I was a freshman in high school, I made the announcements
on youth Sunday. That was a lot of fiin. A junior by the name ofPaul Sanderford
preached. He preached on Revelation 3 and how God wants us to be either hot or cold
Christians. Paul explained that the Bible says God hates Christians who are lukewarm.
Paul was someone I greatly admired. Paul started as linebacker on the football team,
played basketball, and baseball. Paul's sermon made such an impression on me and gave
the desire to want to attempt to preach. However, I had to wait several years.
It wasn't until my sophomore year in college that I had the opportunity my first
opportunity to preach. I was scared to death! I was shaking inside. I preached on a
Sunday night at First Baptist Church in Belton. I survived and started to enjoy it once I
settled down inside.
While I attended the University of Texas, I jogged at the track inside Memorial
Stadium. I would practice preaching while I ran around the empty 80,000 seat stadium!
My second sermon came during Seminary, but it wasn't until I went overseas to
England that I received the opportunity to preach quite a bit.
The Seminary I attended in Ft. Worth, Texas had a summer study program in
Oxford, England. While in Oxford a young man by the name of Jeff Waldo encouraged
me to explore the possibility of serving overseas as a missionary for two years. Jeff had
served two years in Korea and it was a life-changing experience for him.
When I retumed to Seminary, the thought about going overseas wouldn't leave. I
went to talk to my favorite professor. Dr. David Garland. He told me, "If you feel God
is calling you to do it, don't fight it."
I can remember going to the swimming pool that night, and as I swam, I told God
if that was what He wanted me to do, I would. I felt a sense of peace after making that
decision.
After I finished Seminary, I served for two years in England. I leamed so much,
but most importantly believed I was obeying God's call on my life.
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Confirmation Week 10- Celebration
But When I Became a Man
I remember the difficult ritual of confirmation�when at the age of thirteen I
stood in front of the whole church and confirmed my faith in the Lord Jesus.
It felt that it happened wrong for me.
In fact, it happened right, but that feeling of personal terror was a measure of the
personal, important, and public step this infant took toward adulthood. Spiritual and
communal independence is, when it is real, a scary thing.
My confirmation class consisted of five students. (We have seven). There were
two girls, sisters, who commonly pulled my hair on Saturday moming (when Lutherans
traditionally have confirmation class), protesting in thick accents that they liked me, they
liked me, then fell silent when the pastor arrived and the lesson began. They were Dutch
immigrants. They were strong girls, but they couldn't speak English well. There was
one boy who became my friend but who could memorize nothing and would also fall
silent when class began. Then there was a glittery-eyed bird of a fellow, a crouching
raptor-bird of a fellow. And then there was me�wearing glasses, short, and suffering
from cowlick on my head. I had some smarts�the most important thing was I could
memorize. After all, I had to memorize, because my father was president ofConcordia
College in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, a Lutheran, Christian college. My father's
reputation would be affected by my public performance on matters of faith�and that's
Exactly what was coming; confirmation started with an examination in front of the whole
congregation and all my family and God and everybody. Dad is Walter. I am Walter I
am his oldest child. I had to uphold the family name. I memorized. I memorized
everything in the catechism. I memorized both the questions and the answers and the
Bible passages that proved the answers right.
So on Saturday mornings Pastor Walter Schoepf said to one boy, "What does this
mean?" And that boy always said, "Umm. Umm." He didn't know. When the sisters
were asked, they remained silent. So then the pastor would tum to me "Wally What
does this mean?" I had the answers memorized, so I responded, "1 believe that Jesus
Christ, tme God, begotten of the Father from�
"
Confirmation Sunday came. All five of us dressed in white robes behind the
pastor�the confirmation class�processed up the aisle of the sanctuary while the
congregation stood on either side singing a hymn. The church was absolutely jammed
with people. I kept my eyes properly forward, but I couldn't sing. There was no spit left
in my mouth. I was the shortest confirmand�so how was I to maintain dignity and
uphold the family name. Finally we sat down upon five chairs that were arranged like a
little U in the chancel, our backs to the congregation. Pastor Schoepf stood up in front of
us rubbing his hands. About to begin. He had the questions on a sheet of paper. We
were supposed to have the answers in our heads.
Confirmation Sunday was a special day for me. It was a day when Jesus finally
became real. In baptism Jesus claimed me. Confirmation, now completed that holy
moment as I independently ofmy parents and family and with full knowledge claimed
him; my Lord. He became my God. He became my Lord.
Pastor Schoepf glared at the Dutch girls with a sort of haggard fear. He had
already endured three umms and silence from the poor boy, my friend, who could
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memorize nothing. The pastor now said to one sister. "What does this mean'?*'' "Vass'^"
she said, bhnking. He turned to the other sister, "And is Jesus Christ, his only Son, our
Lord. It's the second article of the Creed. What does this mean'?*"
The second sister smiled blithely, showing two stalactites of teeth. The pastor
swallowed, glanced at the heavy ocean of folks behind us, and said, "Wally, please, v\ hat
does this mean?*"
I stood up.
In the minute while I stood hesitating and Pastor Schoepf s expression grew more
and more desperate, my competitive classmate started to answer in a how hiss: "I believe-
that-Jesus Christ-true�"
And then a marvelous thing occurred.
I thought, I can do this myself, and straightway, at the top ofmy lungs, I began to
bellow: "No, not you, Gerald� I believe that Jesus Christ, True God�
"
Such a rush of holy energy blew through me that I loved the thing I was saying. I
was not reciting. I meant it. I meant it with so complete a joy that I stopped worrying
about the people in the congregation.
"Jesus Christ, True God, begotten of the Father from eternity�
"
Oh, I boomed the affirmation. I shouted and didn't care what anyone else
thought. I had broken through!
"And Also true man, bom of the virgin Mary�
"
While I roared forth the words ofmy own heart, I tmly forgot about my father, his
reputation, my aunt, the pastor, my classmates and anyone else I was to represent except
God, except my God. I stood up and faced the congregation with the final words,
shouting with baby abandon, "That Jesus is My Lord!"
(Adapted from Little Lamb, Who Made Thee? by Waher Wangerin, Jr. Grand Rapids,
MI: Zondervan. 1993. Pages 59-66.
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Confirmation 1998
hicsdav. Sqilciitbcr I .\ 1998
Sci ipliiio iiu'iiioi V I like 2 '!<>
Scriptuie reading: Joliii 1 and 2
1 uesday, SqUcnihcr 22, 1998
AssigiHiiaits:
Scripture memory: I'saliii 14:l.i
Scripture reading: Jolin 3 and 4
luejwlny, Sqilcinltcf 29, IV98
A-SRigiunails:
Scripture iiicnioiy Kunians (i 2}
Scripture reading: .lolm 5 and 6
l ucsdav, Octohet (>. 1998
ARsignmeiil!;:
Scriptuio tncinoi V Jolin ):\(>
Sutiptuic leading: kiu\ 7 and 8
I ucBdny, OctotiCT l^. 1998
AssigmnciUs:
Scripture nictnory: Acts 1:8
Scripture leading: Jolin 9 and 10
lucsdav. Octobei 20. 1998
Asfligiiinciits:
Scripture ineinory: Josliua 1:8
Scripture reading: Julin 11 and 12
l uesday, (Moher 27. 1998
Assignments;
Scripture incinory; Hebrews 10:24-25
Scripture reading: JtJin 13 and 14
Tuesday. November 3. 1998
Assigiiniails-
Scripture memory: Acts 12:5
Scripture reading Juiiii 15 and 16
l uesday, Novanber 10, 1998
Assignments:
Scripture memory: Mallliew 4:19
Saipture leading: Joim 17 and 18
Class U 1 Oiiaitation
Class ii2 llic real Ciod
Class U3 Sin
Class #4 Jesus
CInas #3 Ilio Holy SplrH
Class H6 llie Uible
Class #7 llic Body ofChrist
Class #8 Power loots
Class #9 llie Call
l uesday. November 17, 1998 Class #10 Celebration
Assigtmieiils:
Scripture memory; Catdi up day!
Scripture rending; John 19, 20, and 21
Confirmation Retreat: November 6 and 7; Confirmation Sunday, November 22 at 9:30 a.m.
Classes 1- 5 meet a( First Uiiileil MellioiJist Church
Classes 6-10 meet at Trinity United Methodist Church
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Confirmation 1998
Memory verse assignments
Luke 2:46
After three days they found him in the temple courts, sitting among the teachers,
listening to them and asking them questions.
Psalm 14:1a
7776 fool says in his heart, ''There is no God.
"
Romans 6:23
For the wages of sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our
Lord.
John 3:16
For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that whoever
tjelieves in him shall notperish but have eternal life.
Acts 1:8
But you will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you will be
my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the
earth.
Joshua 1:8
Do not let this Book ofthe Law depart from yourmouth; meditate on it day and
night, so that you may be careful to do everything written in it. Then you will be
prosperous and successful.
Hebrews 10:24-25
And let us consider how to spur one another on toward love and good deeds.
Let us not give up meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing, but let us
encourage one another�and all the more as you see the Day approaching.
Acts 12:5
So Peter was kept in prison, but the church was earnestly praying to God for
him.
Matthew 4:19
"Come, follow me,'' Jesus said, "and I will make you fishers of men."
Atha IDI
Agenda
1. How's yours?
2. What is confirmation?
3. Confirmation is like...
4. Biblical story: Jesus at the temple
5. Questions ?????
6. Assignments
7. Video
8. Prayer
1
Atha lo:
Week Qnei
My Covenant
To God, others, and myself:
I, _will:
1. Commit myself to be at each confirmation class,
or will notify Matt if I have to be absent.
2. Bring my Bible and workbook to each meeting.
3. Complete my assignments for each meeting.
4. Attend Sunday worship and Sunday School weekly.
5. Have a great time.
Signed:
Atha l<n
Week Qne=\
POP QUIZ #1
1. A CONl IRMAI ION CLASS LS:
A. Like aerobics but you sit down
I). Like an episode of Twilight Zone
2. A COVENANT IS:
A. A place where nuns hang out
U. A relationship witli weird {)eople
C. A strange, secret group of witches
3. GOD IS:
A. An Old Man with a bad temper
D. An impersonal energy
4. JESUS:
A. Is tlie first hippie
D. Is a great teacher, but not unique
5. Tin: HIHLE:
A. Was wrilteti only by (h>iI
Ij. Was written by God and by |>cople
C. Is a dusty old book thai doesn't relate l�> me
6. nil!: CHURCH is:
A. A building
n. A place to take a nap during a sermon
C. A group of people
7. CHRISTIANS ARE:
A. People who belong to a church, but don't go
D. People who go to church
C. People who are stuffy
Like Basic Training
D. Like Becoming a part of the team
[3. An Agreement
R. A Promise
F. none of the above
C. A Person who loves me
D. I'm not sure God exists
C. Thought he was God.
I). Is fully God and fully human
I ). I las su|>cnialural |>ower
L. none of the above
F. was written by people on
I). The Body ofChrisl
F. "a-b". but not "c-d
"
F. All of the above
1). People who know about Jesus
E. People who know Jesus
F". People who help others
8. CHRISTIANS ARE NOT:
A. People who make mistakes
B. People who sin
C. Cool
1 ). ashamed of Jesus
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Week Oneni
THEWalk to Emmaus
ITJRN lO LUKE 24:13-35 RCAinilH S IORY
I. Why did Uie two men lake off fur Emmaus/
a. scared stiff
b. get back lo school
c running away
d. discouraged about Jesus deatli/dcfent
2. Why didn'l Uie two men recognize Jesus witcii lie joined
(Item 7
a. liiey refused lo t>clicve tJieir eyes
Il ilicy were loo occupied with demands
c. Ihey weren I ready lo recognize lliin
d. (Iiey didn'l look up lo see who He was
e. Ihey were kept from recognizing Iliin
3. When ihey heard liie K\y<nt fioin tlie women about ilic
empty lonib. wliat did Uiey assume?
�. Ill* WOf�l
b. Jesus was alive
c. Sdtneone had stolen Uie body
d. the auiJtorilies were ancsting everybody
MY OWN STORY
I. Have you ever fell like running away or throwing in the towel
spiritually?
a. may(>e
b. ot^en
c. ncvei
4. Why did Jesus use Scripture in explaining what
happened?
a. Jesus was a Oibic lhum(>cr
b. Jesus was helping iJiem to see God's plan
5. WImi ofKiied llie eyes of Utc two men?
a. � bural of insight
b. l>cUer information/education
c. Ihe way Jesus "took bread and broke it'
6. Why did llie two men want lo reium lo Jerusalem?
a. to be t>ealen up
b. to be with their friends
c. to lell everyone about the good new*
d. loBBlllEONB
2. Wlial is Uic tiling dial triggers a crisis in your life?
school
b. friends
c. parents
d. failure
e. loneliness
f. enemies
m
mt
3. Whal has helped you recognize Jesus walking alongside you when
you are down?
a. lime alone wiUi Ood
b. talking il out witli someone
c. being with caring friends
d. being in tlie youth group
e. reading Scripture
Adapteil from Saendipiiy Bible for Youth with pcrmiuion.
Atha in-^
e k On en
Summary of week one
Please answer tlie following in your own words. These are noles to help you think about today's
topics. We are not looking for
'
good penmanship." allJiough I would like lo be able lo read what you
havr written. I would like to read these, just to see liow you are thinking.
1. For me confirmation is:
2. Being a member of the church means:
3. Making a covenant with someone means:
5
W'Ee:k two
Agenda
l.AII tied up!
2. Would the real God please stand up!
3. Biblical story: Showdown at Mt. Carmel
4. Sr. high stories and your story
5. Questions?????
6. Assignments
7. Video
8. Prayer
WEEK TWO
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We e k Tw Q^
Would
REAL
GOD please stand up !
NOT ALL GODS AIIE CRLATED EQUAL,
AND SOME AREN'T EVEN CREATED!
REUOION AunioRnY (WD CX)Al.rOR
UFB
SIN SALVATION HUMAN VALUE
Chrittianiiy Uibl�<k Holy
Spiiii
peitonal
tcK-exiclem
loving
PAIIIBR
�erve Ciod
and people
loving
iqperKion
from Ood
betray tpirit of
Ihe liw
Grace unconditional value
iudlim Old 1 Mlantent peraonal
lelt-exisunl
�trve CJod
obey law
Mperaiion from Ood
betray law
�acrlflce
good works unconditlnoal valu�
UUm Koran <ft
^rrent
lead�rf
lilipaaonal
go<xl/evil
Indiffercm
obey Allah lack of
obedience
to Allah
good works conditional works
Buddhltm Wrilfaigi no god achieve nothlngneaa lack of knowledge good works worthlea*
lllndultm wrlilngi/guldca Impciional �crve fate no (In good works worthleaa
ilunumiim lelt inan it god �erve oneself no tin human intellect arbilrar]r worth
hi
Week Two
Genesis i:i-2:3 God, are you there?
1. What Is your first Impression of God here?
a. God enjoys ills work
b. God has quite an tiiiaginalion
c. God loves order
d. God call make soineliiing fioiii notliing
2. What really happened when (*od created
light?
a. God creates! (he lightbulb .
b. God reminded us of His presence
c. Cjod prepared earth for life
d. God needed to see what lie was doing
3. Which fLsh do you think God was most
proud uf?
a. The white whale
b. The tiny minnow
c. The colorful tropical fish
d. 1 he lockness monster
4. What makes human beings difTerent from
other land creatures?
a. liiey are no different
b. they are made in God's image
c. Ihey are in charge of llie animals
d. liiey are able lo sland on iwo feet
MY OWN STORY
1. ir you compared your week to <�ud's, how
would you describe It?
a. formless and empty
b. very good
c. full of living and moving lliiiigs
d. hard work Js going onl
2. When yuu finish an Important assignment
for school, "1 feel like/'
a. purring cat - content c. woodpecker
b. hyena - anxious d. |>eacock - pleased
AiUpied fmiii Soenilipity Bible for Youth with pcmiiMion
5. What docs the creation tell you about God?
a. lie knows how to gel things donel
b. He's a hard worker
c. I le likes his job and He likes niel
d. He's pielty powerful
6. llow would you describe God's work?
a. The work of a great artist
I). A massive construction project
c. A weird science project
d. Collecting a complete ztxi
7. What was God's charge (command) to the
man and the woman?
a. "Use your gifts wisely
'
b. "Hujoy all that 1 have created
"
c. "Continue the creative process I've begun"
d. "Hccome vegetarians"
8. Why do you think God rested on the
seventh day?
a. He was |H>oped
b. His mouth was dry from speaking
c. Hverylhing was complete
d. I le was satisfieil
J. vSlncc you are made in God's Image, how
will your life reflcc-t lllm?
a. look for the good ii\ God's world
b. rest after working hard
c. find satisfaction in my. work
d. create something
4. The one thing I would like to create in ray
family Is:
a. quality time with parents (home & chiirch)
b. a fun vacation i.
c. more logulheniess O
Atha
Week Two^
Isaiah 64:8
�But t^ow, O Lord, you ar^'A TIILR Matlhow 7:1 1
our Father. We ore Ihe clay, X 'If you, Ihen, though you are evil,
and you are our poller, and /\ know how lo give good gifts to
all of us are Ihe work of Your / \ your children, how much more will
hand." Father In heaven give good
to those \N\no osk Him I"
Matthew 3: 17
*And a voice
from heaven
said, Ihts Is
my beloved
son, whom 1
love: with
Htm I an> well
pleased.*
SON
John 14:15-19
If you love me,
you will obey
what I
command, and
I will ask the
Folher. and Ho
will give you
another
counselor. ..The
Spirit'
HOLY
SPIRIT
1. What are some ways that we know that God is there?
A. B. C.
2. Wliat does creation tell us about God?
3. Wliat docs the Uible tell us about God?
4. What does my experience with God tell me about Him?
ASSIGNMENT: "
Learn the following verse (tjeaWc to quote �llversej by memory next week D
Scripture Memory Verse: 1 Jolin 1:9
Scri|Hurc Kcailing: John 3 & 4
Agenda
1. Knots
2. Sin is hell
3. Biblical story: How sin began
4. Sr. high stories and your story
5. Questions?????
6. Assignments
7. Video
8. Prayer
Atha 1 1 1
Week Three=n
HUMAN
SOLUnONS
CANTDRItXJE
IHE GAP
SIN IS HELL
I. SIN � describes our rclalionsllip Willi (]od. Il means sqiaration. Il is mote atwut who we have l>ecome, than "ImmI"
tilings we've d(me.
2. HUMAN SOl.UnUNS: Human solutions lo Uiis iqiaralitjn are: good deeds, good bitenlions, education, wistiful
thinking. IcgaHsm, churchmemtKrship rather tliat relaticmship witJi Jesus. None of tlicsc, no matter how good we arc
at doing lliem, lepair our relationship with God.
3. GOD'S SULLTI ION: He goes right to the cote problem: our relationship. Rather than give us new rules to t>ridge
the gap, I ie gi ves us a new opportunity to tw in relationship with Jesus. Wtien we choose to be in relationship with Jesus
the gap no longer exists. But if we try to bridge the gap on our own. tJie gap will always cxisL
4. "SINS" � Much of the lime we tltink of "sin" Hsls tilings that we've done Of haven't done. Actually, "sins" are the
results of SIN (being separated). Let's use a tree as an example: "Sim" aren't the tree, but the fniit of iJie tree. Ihe oalure
of tlie tree is SIN (e g. a SIN tree, APPLE tree. PEAR tree). As the apple tree produces apples, the SIN
ti�e nature produces "bad bdiavior". When we start our rclaiitmship with Jesus, his presence changes the
tree. When tJie tree is watered and taken care of by God, it naturally responds by producing good fniiti
Atha 1 1 2
GliNCSIS 3:1-23
1. What would yuu title lliLs chapter?
a. Ciod's Uiireasuiiable I3eniaiids
b. A Declaration of liidei)eiidence
c. I dtd it my way
2. Why did (Jod cummand Adam and Eve
not to eat from the tree of Good and Evil?
a. to give tJieiti a choice
b. tliey weren't mature eiiough
c. I)ccause fwople can't handle everything
that God created
3. liow did the serpent deceive Eve intu dis
obedience?
a. he knew the fruit was appealing
b. he (x>nfused her
c. he appealed to her ambition
d. He lied
MY OWN STORY
I. What do you do when yuu find ytiurself
"naked" (cau|;ht in a niLslnlte) before ollien'/
a. hide
b. blame someone else
c. find a "fig leaf
d. allow God to clothe inc
2. llow are you most freijuently tempted?
a. friends
b. movies, 'I'V, music, magazines
c. my own imagination
d. it just happens
Week Threes
The Fall
4. When Adam and Eve disobeyed God, they
hid because they:
a. didn't deserve to be near God
b. couldn't face God, after betraying Hiin
c. were afraid
d. lealized tliey were naked (vulnerable,
weak, alone)
5. Who was to blame for Ihe Fall?
a. live h, Adam c.'I he serpent d. God
6. What did Adam and Eve experience for
Ihe first time after their disobedience?
a. inhibition b. insecurity c. isolation
7. llow did God show his compassion toward
Adam and Eve?
a. he removed them from the Garden
b. lie clothed tiiem
c. he ()romised to destroy the tempter
J. For nie, the worst tiling about disobeying
<;�mJ Is:
a. liie guilt
b. Ihe fact it was so easy
c. I lose sight of God's perspective
d. il hitfls the people I care about
4. llow do you wish to respond to the choices
that God is giving yoo?
a. I want to disobey I lun.
h. I want to hide from Him, in some tbiogs.
c. I want to please Htm.
5. My most typical approach to sin can be described as: (mark aa "X" along the line t>clowt)
respond to
the impulse lo sin
struggle if die
'sin " is really
wrong
give in only ^^k Ood
afier l>eing pressured by i� he|p|
odiers 12
Adapted with permission from Seiendipity Youth Uil)le.
Alha 1
irSADIFFERENTWORLD
Therefore, if anyone is in Chrisl. ..Ihe old hoj gone, ihe new hos cornel 5= 7
I. What are soine ways that wc kiiow that SIN exists?
2. What does SIN in peo[)Ie's lives do lo our relationships with:
a. ourselves? b. with God? c. with others?
3. What does the Bible lell us about Sin? (Read Romans 2:23)
4. What does my experience with SIN tell me about how it has
affected me? my relationship with friends? my relationship
with parents?
a ASSIGNMENT:. Learn the following verse (be able lo quole by memory next weekl)
SCRIPTURE MEMORY: Galatians 2:20
SCRIPTURE READING: John 5 & 6
Alha 1 14
Agenda
1. Blind line up
2. Jesus still makes the headlines!
3. Biblical story: Nicodemus and Lazarus
4. Sr. high stories and your story
5. Questions?????
6. Assignments
7. Video
8. Prayer
AiJu 1 1
Jesus of
Nazareth
Week FO'Ur^
His Life as Remembered by tlie Apostles
I BELIEVE IN GOD: l . the Father Almighty
2. maker of heaven and earth
And in Jesus Christ:
1. His only Son (John 3:16)
Our Lord (Philipplans 2:11)
Who was conceived by the Holy Spirit
(Luke 1:35)
Born of the Virgin Mary (Luke 1:34)
5. Suffered under Pontius Pilate (Luke 23)
6. Was crucified, dead and burled
(Luke 22:41;23:1;23:32^)
7. Tlie third day he rose from the dead
(Luke 24:1-35)
8. He ascended into heaven (Acts i:ii)
9. And sits at the right hand
of God the Father Almighty (Eph. 1:20)
10. From there he shall come to judge
the living and the dead. (iiTim. 4:i)
2.
3.
4.
n
Atha I ! 6
JOIiN 14:1-14
,
I. Where Is Jcsiis ({oliiK?
a. iiiuving to a new house
I). Iieaveii
c. nglil hand of the i'alher
(J. can't say for sure
2. Ily pniiitin^ to Jesus as the uiily way to the
Father, C><mJ is heing:.
a. unfair
h. naiiow-ininJciJ
c. inetciful
(.1. sliotlsighted
e. old-fashioned
3. I am persuaded to helieve that Jesus is Ihe
Way because:
a. he said so
b. it makes sense
c. I've read about what he did
d. of his miracles
e. of the changes I've seen in myself
f. liicre is no alternative
MY OWN STORY
1. Where areyoa going?
a. sometimes nowhere, and fast
b. heaveti bound
c. not sure
d. I'm hiding from Ciod.
2. llow do you Teel alM)ut your Chrlstlau lire?
a. encouraged-I am learning about Jesus.
b. indifferent- 1 don't lliiuk about Jesus
much
c. confident- 1 may not know where I'm
going,.bul Jesus willi mel
d. coiiflised- Is Jesus really ilig way?
Jesus Is TheWay
4. ir I liave liolihle sccliiK Jmin a* (he Way,
It's because:
a. other religious claim to be the way
b. |>cople suffer
c. I ie's never done aiiyliiing for my friends
d. I'm afraid to irust Ilim
5. Jesus and his Father were like:
a. identical twins
b. business parliiers
c. fishing buddies
d. spiltin' images of each other
e. clones
f. job-sharers
SALTffiEARTH
J. The last time I asked God to show me the
way, lie:
a. forgave me
b. encouraged me
c. gave me lite words lo say lo someone in
need
d. Iicl|)cd me to do sutneihing 1 ordinarily
couldn't do
e. I've never asked God for help, yet.
4. or all the Ihlugs Jesus did, I would most
like lo:
a. leach with aulliorily
b. heal diseases
c. change people lives for the belter
d. rebuke the Pharisees
e. baptize and help others know Ilim better
f. preach the Good Newg ||�
g. forgive my enemies ^
h. rise on Ihe third day
Adapted with I'dmiuion from Serendipity Youth bible
Atha 1
Week Four^
WHO
AM
I
TO
YOU!
1. What is the difference between knowing about Jesus and
knowing Jesus?
2. What are some ways that help us experience our relationship
with Jesus?
3. What does the Bible tell us about Jesus?
4. What does my experience with Jesus tell me about how He
has affected me? my relationship with friends? my rela
tionship with parents?
A^SIGNMEMF:
Learn the following verse (be able to cjuote by memory next weekl)
Scriplurc Memory: Koiiiaiis 15:1-2
Sctiplure Reading: John 7 & 8 17
Alha 1 1 8
Agenda
1. Electric fence
2. The Holy Spirit
3. Biblical story: Saul's conversion
4. Sr. high stories and your story
5. Questions?????
6. Assignments
7. Video
8. Prayer
18
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Week Five =f
WHO IS
HOLY
J SPIRIT?
I. Holy Spirit is a. , not an . I le listens, gives gifu, & produces "fruit" in our lives.
The Holy Spirit actually has a name referred to him by Jesus. That name is The
english translalioQ of Parakletos is "Counselor".
2. Wlien wc take Jesus seriously and surrender to Him we are . . with the Holy Spirit.
3. Hiroughout our lives, discipleship or growing in the faith is actually allowing Parakletos lo have more control
over mote areas of our lifcl Ei*ch area becomes more focused or , to do Oodi will.
4. Parakletos also is tlie giver ofGod's spiritual These gifts are for us to use to doGod's
work. Ilicse include: widsom, discernment, healing, leaching, etc.
5. Parakletos is the person of the Trinity that makes us for God. He makes us want more than
material things, than status, than popularity, etc.
6. Parakletos lielps oor lo fuoctioo so that wc know right from wrongi He helps us
recognize the sin or wc liave from God, and l�elp� us accept Jesus as saviorl
7. Spiritual Fruit is developed in us u we live in the ., and all tlie Spirit to live through usi
FRUITS
SPIRIT
Galatians 5:22-26
PEACE <^
^ r FAITHFULNESS
P4>
19
Atha
Week Five
John i6:5-i6
1 . Where do y�tu think Jcsnn in ^oin^'l
a. On Vacalion
b. 1 o a place where he can't be contacted
c. To he next to the i'ntlier ( Trinity)
d. lo I'laiiiview
MY OWN STORY
Parakletos
5. i he ilitly Spirit will have an afTcct on the
world, (v. 8) What Is it?
a. everyone will be happy
b. everyone will become Cluistians
c. everyone will know they're guilty
d. cveryotie will watch M'I'V
2. Why do you think the DLsciples felt grief? (s.
n. They wouldn^l sec any more miracles
b. They were scared (Jesus was leaving)
c. Their friend was "leaving
"
3. Why Is It for "our good" Jesus is leaving?
a. because lie is a pain
b. because lie will not work Uirough us
until the Parakletos comes into our
lives
c. because we can live life on our own
What will Taraklelos do for believers?
a. guide us to the truth (Jesus)
b. will speak words from Trittity
c. Will reflect good (glorify) on God
d. will make available to us the same
[x)wer Sl wisdom Jesus used
in ilis ministry
1. What docs II feel like when a friend moves 2. In your life what role do you want the Holy
away?
a. great � we're glad Ihey are gone
b. sad - we're going to miss litem
c. mad - we don't want them to go
d.iiilxed - we'll miss litem but they may
have new opportunities in llie next place
Spirit to play In your life?
a. Your comforter
b. Your encourager
c. Your teacher
d. Your coach
e. Your energizer/equipper
3. llow do friends "ruh" ufX on us?
20
Adapted witJi pcnnission from Serendipity YouUi Bible
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Week Five =\
1. What are some ways that people misunderstand the Holy
Spirit?
2. What are some ways that heij) us experience our relationship
with the Holy Spirit?
3. What does the Bible tell us about the 1 loly Spirit?
4. What does my experience with the Holy Spirit tell me about
how He has affected me? my relationship witli friends? my
relationship with my parents?
ASSIGNMENT:
%U Learn the following verse (be able tu quute by meinory next weekl)
SCKIP'lURli MnMOKY: Joshua 1:8
SCKiriURE Ul'ADINO: JOHN 11 & 12 foi
ALlia 122
Agenda
1. Trust fall
2. Pop quiz
3. The Bible
4. Biblical story:
5. Sr. high stories and your story
6. Questions?????
7. Assignments
8. Video
9. Prayer
22
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Week Six =1
THE BIBLE
A POP QUIZ
1. WHO WROTE n IE BIBLE?
a. Charlie Browii
b. Uod
c. Moses
il. Jesus
e. God iluouglj Ihe experiences of people
e. Caplain KangariK)
2. WHEN WAS THE BIBLI- WKI ITEN?
a. last year d. about iJie lime my parents were born
b. 1965 e. 3(KK)B.C. - I(X) A.D.
3. WHAT LANGUAGE WAS 'IHE BIBLE WRITILN IN?
a. Spanish & French c. Hebrew & Greek
b. English & Pig Latin d. Jive talk
4. THE BIBLE IS niVIUED IN lD WHAT IWO SECnONS?
a. east & west c. good and bad
b. Old & New Testament d. up and down
5. WHAF DOES THE WORD "BIBLE" MEAN?
a. the law c. Ilie Book
b. God's Stuff d. Living pai>er
6. WHATARE THE GOSPELS?
a. a new band d. al)out ihc first church
b. poetry e. the New Testament Law
c. about iJie life of Jesus
5. Whal is a Prophet?
a. a crazy person
b. someone who predicts
8. WHAT IS A PARABLE?
c. one through whom God reveals die right path
d. what's left over after expenses
I IIXIN IIIB UI^NK 23
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Week Six =^
THE BIBLE
SIZE: First 2/3 of the Bible
YEARS OF HISTORY: 4000
# OF BOOKS: 39
THEME:
Mail can'l meet Gixl by Ixiiiig
good, or working hard enough.
LANGUAGE: Hebrew
TYPES OF BOOKS: Ilislorical... Genesis, Exodus, Kings, elc.
Poelic Job, Psahiis, I*roverbs
Pri)plielic Isaiali. Jeremiah, elc.
KEY WORD: Law
SIZE: Last 1/3 of the Bible
YEARS OF HISTORY: 100
# OF BOOKS: 27
THEME: To know Jesus is bow
to
kii�)W, meet niid [>lcasc (Joil.
LANGUAGE: Hebrew
TYPES OF BOOKS: (J*)Sl>cl Mallhcw. Mark, Luke, John
Acts
Epistles Ronums, Coriniliians, etc
KEYWORS^p-^^ ^fT^^GRACE
E
s
T
A
M
E
N
T
EW
T
E
S
T
A
M
E
N
T
THE BOOK
Alha \ 2f
Week Six =i
llie Woiil in iiliiii|>rr
lluin any (wo eiigeil
sword...
NEEP
When you received ihe word of
Ood. which you heard Irom u�,
you accepted It not ai ihe word
of nen. but aa it actually is, the
word of (Jod, which ia at work
In you who btllevr
rihessalonlaru 2:
/
All Saipture it God-
breathed, and uteiul
for teachlni, rebuk
ing, correcting tnA
uatning in righleoua-
neaa, io that a man of
(Jo4 may be thor
oughly equipped for
every good worlt.
2 riii)uihy 3:16
Worda rtot taught. .by human
wiadom but. ..taught by the Spirit
1 Corlnthlana 2;I3
Do not let ihli book of the I depart from your mouth; medlute on it day aixl
night, (o that you nay be careful to do evoyihlng written in II.
Jo�hua 1:8
1. What arc some ways people misunderstand
the Bible?
2. What are some ways that help us experience
the power of the Bible?
3. What does the Bible tell us about itself?
4. How can 1 make the Bible more apart ofmy
life? my relationships with friends? my rela
tionship with my parents?
ft ASSIGNMENT:Learn the following verse (be able lo quote by memory uextweekl
SCRIP lUKE MIIMOKY: Romans 12:2
SCRIR IURr^ READING: John 15 & 16
Atlu 126
Week Seven =i
Agenda
1. Lap sit
2. The Body of Christ
3. Biblical story: The Good Samaritan
4. Sr. high stories and your story
5. Questions??????
6. Assignments
7. Video
8. Prayer
26
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Wee k Seven =1
The Bod of God
POP QUIZ
1. Wl lAT IS n IE CHURCH?
a. a building
h. a sei vice urganizalion
c |>euple
(I. a |K)liiical oigani/alion
2. WHAr IS niH BODY OE CHRIST?
a. Ihc physical body of Jesus c. hrcati for conununion
b. the spiritual body of Jesus d. ixilievers in Jesus
3. WHAT IS n IE WORK OF TI IE BODY?
a. mowing tlie lawn c. Ixxly building
b. woikingliard d. olxjying the head
4. WHAl' IS IHE MOS r IMmRlANT FARTOE IHE BODY?
a. llie hands c. all parts have equal value
b. tJie inoulJi d. iJic head
e. c & d
WI IAI' HURIS TI II' WORK ( )E THE BODY?
a. Ixxly parts tJial act like Llicy'rc
t)eiter tlian otiier parts
b. gossip
c. huilTuI words
d. huilfui acliuiis
6. WIIAr.HELrS THE WORK OI'THE
BODY?
a. encouragenieiu
b. burden sharing
c. living in the Spirit
d. thankfulness of other pans
Alha I2S
Week Seven
1 Corinthians 12:12-31 The J3oDY
1. llow would you (life this chapter?
a. I'arls is I'arls
b. One body, Many parts
c. Toes of Jesus
d.
2. llow does I'atil describe the church?
a. as a iiiulli-dimeiilional gtoup of individual
istic |>cuple
b. as a fatiiily
c. as a unit
3. What does raiil
mean by referring to tlie church as a "unit"?
4. When I'aul refers to the foot and eye what
Is he saying that we can't do?
a. metubers uf the body caii't walk
b. members of Uie body can'l see
c. membets of Uie body cannot remove Uiem-
selves from being a vital part of the body, even
if Ihey want
5. Whfll liappens to the body If parts of the
body slop working?
a. llie body becomes handicapped
b. llie body just adapts ajid does ok
c. llic body doesn't function the way
( lod created it to function
ll. iiuhody notices is parts don't work
6. c;o<l designed the parts ofthe Inniy to:
a. CTist iiule{>eiidently and separate
b. hlloff
c. lo work together as a complete team
7. llow do 1 feel wlien some parts ofmy body
don't Blwa)^5 work llie way I want:
a. When 1 have a splinter in my finger, my
brain won't stop thinking about it till its out
b. Wlien 1 have luinmv doubles I feel bad ail
over
c. When I stump mv toe mv liaiids automati
caily go down to help
d. W lien I sneeze through mv iiosemv whole
head whips and cracks like a sling shot
K. <fod give us gifts because we
are:
J good
I), worthy
c. available
d. His
V. If you could wake up tomor
row with a new gill or ability
what would it be?
a. more hair f. helping
b. enlbusiasm g. organizing
c. healing h. serving
d. teaching
e. proclaiming/witnessitig
28
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^Neok Seven
ft
The BOD ofGOD
Let us consider how we may sj)ur one another on toward love and good deeds,
Let us not give tip meeting together, as some are in the habit of doing.
but let us enu)nrage one another�and all the more as you see the Day approaching.
Hebrews 10:24-25
1 . Explain how and why you are a vital part ofthe body ofChrist.
2. Explain how the body (people) hurts itself
(otlier people) and how that affects God's
work.
3. Explain why the body needs lo "spur one
another on".
4. Whal will hapfxin lo our faith ifwe "give up
meeting together as some are in the habit of
doing." FRIENDSHIPS
rHAT LAST
ASSlGNMEm:
Learn tlie following verse (be able to t|uote by memory next weekl
SCRIP'lUKli MLMORY: John 15:12, 13
SCRiriURL RliADlNCi: John 15 & 16 29
Agenda
1. The Best
2. Power Tools
3. Biblical story: The church prays for Peter
4. Sr. high stories and your story
5. Questions?????
6. Assignments
7. Video
8. Prayer
30
Week Eight =
Power Tools
POP QUIZ
1. PRAYER IS:
a. some boring paragraph that
a preacher reads during Uie worship service
b. something we otily do rigiit before a lest
2. WORSHIP IS:
a. something Uiat is for old people
b. a good lime to lake a nap
c. a fun lime lo pass noles with Love Singers
3. rHHtillT OF HEALING:
a. is only an Oral Roberts thing
b. is always dramatic and spectacular
c. is only for ministers lo do
4. TOEGIITOFTONGUES IS:
a. something a boy gives a girl on a date
b. the true sign of being saved
c. stupid and doesn't exist
5. ITIE GUTOF ENCOURAGEMENT IS:
a. something 1 don't think very many jicople have il. sonictliiiig (lod wants me to have
b. something God wants most people to have
c. only for people who want something from you
c. a conversation wiUi the person of Jesus
d. something I'm embarrassed lo do
d. can be a time when I'm reminded God is
real
e. only good on T.V.
d. happens when I care for a friend
e. doesn't exist
d. strange and scarry
e. one of many gifts that God alone
chooses to give to some j>eople
ENCOU ONE ANOTHER
Hebrews 10:25
Alhj I.'��2
Week
Acts 4:3 1-35; 2:42-43 Power Tools
lliey devoted Uieniselvcs lo tlie aitostles' leaching and lo Ute fellowship, to ihe txeakiog of bread and to prayer.
Everyone was Pilled with awe. and many wonders and miraculous signs were dune by Uie a{>osiles. All llie
believers were logellter and liad evcfylhing in coiiinion Selling Uieir {losscssiuits and goods. Ilicy gave lo anyone
wl� liad need. livery day lliey coniinued to meet logcllier in die temple courU lliey bfoke Ucad in ilicir homes
and ale logctlter with glad and sincere hearu. praising (Jod and enjoying the favur of all die (xople. And Ute
Lord added to Uieir numtxr daily those who were t>cing saved. - Acts 2:42-43
1. What do�R it mean lo be filled �*lth awe?
Someone explain a situation in wliicli you felt a sense of
"awe".
2. What duM It mean lo be devoted?
a. lo make promises you can't keep
b. lo l>e passionately commilled
c. lo be a part-Ume church goer
d. lo tic sold out lo someone or Uiing
Someone give a good example of
Uiis.
3. What arc the four things lo
which Ihe flr�t youth grotip de
voted Ihemsclvca? (Hint: Ihey arc
all in verse 42.)
a. Monday night football, citasing
gills, iKlching contests, and star tirk
b. BatJtroum conventions, chasing
guys, maratlion phone calls, shop-
c. oUier
5. DIkcuss what bring "devoted to the fellowship"
looks like.
6. DIscusa what you think being "devoted lo Ihe
breaking of bread" ineaiis. Discuss what
being "devoted to llie breaking of tMcad"
(worship) looks like.
7. IMscuM what you think l>cliig
"dcvolcd to prayer" looks like.
8 DlicucahowyoucanDETIIE
ONE In these four areas. Then
talk about liow this can help Ihe
youth group be even better than it
already is!
9. 1 low can "I he a pottles' leach*
lug", "thcfeUowshlp", "break
ing of br�ad," and "prayer" be
power tools In your ilfcl
10. Whal do you want lo do io
make tbcM power looia more �
part of your life:
MAIT 5:13
4. Eiplain whal you think
"apoatlcs' teaching" refers lo. Discuss whal being
"devoted lo the apostles' leaching" looks llkel
32
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Week Nine
1. Ice Breaker
2. The Call
3. Biblical stories: David's call;
Peter and Andrew's call
4. Sr. high stories and your story
5. Questions????
6. Video
7, Prayer
33
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1. WHAT DOES RECEIVING "IHE
CALL" MEAN?
ineaiis the phone works fine
h. means that someone asked you lo do somelhiiig
religious
c. means Uiat you have heard from God about what
he has "caUed" you to do
d. means you have received a phone message from
Mr. Studly eight graderor Miss Uabe-areno eighth
grader asking you to the big dance.
2. WHAl ' ITri:'OE IM-OrLE RliCEIVI'
"
IHE CALL"?
a. pc<*plc who sit aiound Ihc phone all the time c. |)eople who've got nothing better to do
b. "religious tyjHis" d. everyone
^. WHAT Ki:i;i'S pr.orLi-: i rom iii-:arin(j "the call"?
a. their plmnc doesn't wotk
b. they are deaf
c. Ihey aie not paying allcniion
d. Ihey arc loo busy
e. Ihey don't know diey'i^ sup^iosed to get a call
f. Uiey Just hate taikiog on Uie phone
g. Ihey don't know how to use Uie
plioiie
4. HOW DO PEOPLE KNOW ITIEIR CALL IS
I ROM GOD?
a. llicy're familiar will) Ilis voice
b. they've been cx|)ccting Ilis call
c. Ihey aic just wcitil and hear God's voice
;dl the time anyway
d. Ihey confitin Ihc call through talking to fiiend.s, reading Scripture, and
talking lo (jod more al>out it.
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Week Nine =j
THECALL
1 hen Ihc eleven ilisciples went to GalifeSTtoW /TKuifUain where Jesus had told them to
go When Ihey saw him. lliey worshiped him; but some doubted. TIrcu Jesus came lo Uiem
iiiid said, "All auUioiily in heaven and on earlJi has been given lo me. Therefore go and
make disciples of all nations, baptizing lliein in ihe name of Uie FaUier and of Uie Son and
'�f Ihe I loly Spirit. leaching them to obey everything 1 have commanded you. And
surely I am with you always, lo Uie very end of Ihe age. � MatUiew 28:16-20
I . VVIijr <li> ynii Hiliili rilKlpIn "y>rnl to t^BJIIec. lo
the nKMiiilalnii?"
fi. Iley were conravrii
b. Hiding from pcrsoculion
c. Jcjiu told diem logo tiicrc I
2. Why do you Uiliik Jesus wanted his dltclplct away
from tlie crowd*?
n so Ilicy wouldn t Iw dulrH:led
l> i() Ilicy could local on Jesus alone
c because Jesus liked being in ll�e mountains
(I bocau.K Jesus wanted llicm lo pay allcniion by getting
away fr<i�n ilic liu.iyncss of ilic wofid
When Jesus entered Into llieir presence wliat
was the Hnrt lliInK the disciples did?
a the palled Jeiu^ cm die back
l> Ilicy told Jesus the latest Aggie joke
c. Ilicy w<Kliip|>rd Je.nis
d lliey played trivial pursuit
4. Wliy do you think �oiiie of the
disciples "dMihIed"?
a because a rc.iiiircclcd Jesus was al
most "lo good lo be liuc"
h. t>ccau.M believing in a (Jod who really
loves us is sometimes hard lo do
c. because tlicy wcte experiencing pres-
.lure from home to go back to Ihc "way
things were" before Jesus.
d. because Jc.ius was just a great teacher
and no< ( lod
5. What la Jeaua saying with the words, "AU
authority..Jias been given to me."?
a. lie's saying that He wanu to be the t>oss
b. 1 Ie's say ing that lie alone is the source ofwlwt's best for
us.
c. 1 Ie's saying that we must now pick iljt "auUioriiy
" in our
lives: ( I ) Jcsiu, (2) Pricods, (3) ParenU, (4) aoveminent,
(3) Media personalities
IS. What docs ll mean to make disciples?
a to force people lo t>e "fcligious"
b. to liclp people Ixcome enlhusiaslic followers of Jesus
c. lo gel a lot of people lo t>c clajivh mcmbcis
7. Why do you think Jesus wants dis
ciples lo be bapUud?
S. Why do you think Jesus wanU dis
ciples to know and olicy his leaching
(Old and New TesUmcnl)?
9. Why did Jesus think ll was neces
sary lo remind Ihe disciples that b�
would "be with |lhem| always, even
to Ihe end of the age"?
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APPENDIX D
Adopt-a Confirmand Letter and Projects
Atha r-'
August 25, 1998
Dear First Church friend.
Thanks so much for choosing to play a key role in our young people's spiritual
life and development through our Adopt-a-Confirmand ministr\
Youth Adopt-a-Confirmand youth is Stephanie Se\ erson. Stephanie is a se\ enth
grader at Lakeview Christian School. Her parents are Steve and Deb Severson and the\
live at 3690 Rosewood. Her phone number is 384-7878
During the next three months. Stephanie will be participating in confirmation
class Tuesday evenings.
You will play an important role in Stephanie's confirmation experience During
Stephanie's confirmation experience, I ask that you help her by doing several things
One, please take the time to meet her and her family at church Sunday,
September 14 will be an excellent time to do this as we will be introducing the
confirmation class to the church.
Two, pray for her regularly during her confirmation experience.
Three, have Stephanie over to your home for a meal or take her out to eat
Four, write Stephanie a note and mail it to her at her home address reminding her
that you are praying for her during her classes.
I would also ask during the next three month you find time with Stephanie to do at
least two of the projects that you will find on the attached page.
Thanks so much for your willingness to play an active role in Stephanie's faith
development. If you have any questions, please call me at 664-5 177 or 65 1-9075
Sincerely,
Matthew Atha
Associate Pastor
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Adopt-a-Confirmand Projects
1 . Go out for a coke and share some important stones form \ our hfe. Ask
your confirmand to share some of the most important events in his or her
life.
Select at least one project from the following options:
A. Read the Gospel of John together. As each of you reads at home, keep a
note pad with you and note the passages that interest, confuse, or inspire
you. Every two weeks make time to discuss what you have read.
B. Attend Sunday services together for one month. After each ser\ ice.
discuss your reactions, questions, and impressions of the ser\ ice.
C. Get a copy ofthe church budget. Find out where the money goes.
Discuss how each of you decides to make a financial commitment to the
church.
D. Attend any administrative council or church committee meeting together
during the next three months. Decide what board or committee you
would like to be on at the end of the confirmation process.
Select at least one project from the following options:
A. Explain in our own words, "Why I like being a United Methodist
Christian." Share your story of how you became a United Methodist
Christian with your confirmand. Discuss two areas you would like to
know more about the church. Ask the pastor or the church librarian to
help you find this information.
B. Spend at least two hours volunteenng at the Grant County Rescue
Mission, Marion Inner-City Community Outreach, or the Grant County
Jail Chaplaincy Program. Take time to hear the story of a person who
Works in one of these ministries and why they came to be involved. Or
take time to hear the story of a person who receives help from one of
these ministries.
APPENDIX E
Westminster Presbyterian Church Confirmation Schedule
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Westminster Presbyterian Church Tentative Schedule for Communicants Class- '98
September 13
September 20
Initial Meeting with Communicants and Parents
Rev Matt Atha
Preview ofCourse
'
Bible, Church History, Presbyterians" Pre-test
The Westminster Primer- The Apostles Creed, the Lord's Pra\er,
and the 10 Commandments.
"Commissioning" Service during Worship
The Bible (Guests- "What the Bible means to me. . ")
The week-end of September 27 should find many of us at the Helt s Tree Farm
for the Annual Church Campout and early Sunday morning worship. We will not
have class on that Sunday.)
October 4
October 1 1
Worship and the Sacraments (Guests- "What Worship and the
Sacraments mean to me. . ")
Video- "The Sacraments: Baptism and the Lord's Supper'"
The Book of Confessions
Video- "Across the Centuries"
October 18
October 25
November 1
November 8
November 15
November 22
November 29
Westminster Presbyterian Church (Guests- ^'What Westminster
Church means to me. ")
Video- "Marks ofMembership"
The Book ofOrder (Guests- "Why am I an officer in the church*^")
The Governing Bodies of the Church
The Session ofWestminster Presbyterian Church
The Presbytery ofWhitewater Valley
The Synod ofLincoln Trails
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (USA.)
No class: Fall Break Weekend!
The church: How did we get it'^ Why do we have it"^
Video: "The Presbyterians, Part F'
Discipleship (Guests- "What being a Christian means to me. ")
Review and Examination by Session, 10: 15 A M.
Follow-up/Catch up Sunday
December 6 Confirmation during Worship
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APPENDIX F
Spritual Well-Being Scale
S\V B SCALE
For each of the following statements circle the choice that best mdicaies the extent of \ our agreement or
disagreement as it descnbes \ our personal cxpenence:
SA=Strongly Agree D=Disagree
MA=Moderately Agree MD=Moderately Disagree
A=Agree Sr>Strongly Disagree
1. I don't find much satisfaction in private prayer with God. SA MA A D MD SD
2. I don t know who I am, where I came from. SA MA A D MD SD
or where I am going.
3. 1 believe that God loves me and cares about me. SA MA A D MD SD
4. 1 feel that life is a positi\ e experience. SA MA A D MD SD
5. I believe that God is impersonal and not interested in SA MA A D MD SD
my daily situations.
6. 1 feel unsettled about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
7 I have a personally meaningful relationship with God. SA MA A D MD SD
8. 1 feel verv fulfilled and satisfied with Ufe. SA MA A D MD SD
9. I don't get much personal strength and support SA MA A D MD SD
from my God.
10. I feel a sense ofwell-being about the direction SA MA A D MD SD
11.1 believe that God is concemed about my problems. SA MA A D .\1D SD
12 1 don't enjoy much about life. SA MA A D MD SD
13.1 don't have a personally satisfy ing relationship with God. SA MA A D MD SD
14 1 feel good about my future. SA MA A D MD SD
15 . My relationship with God helps me not to feel gmlt\ SA MA A D MD SD
16. I feel that life is fiill of conflict and unhappiness. SA MA A D MD SD
17. I feel most fulfilled when I'm in close commumon SA .MA A D MD SD
with God.
18. Life doesn't have much meaning. SA MA A D MD SD
19. M\ relation yv ith God contnbutes to m\ sense of well-being SA MA A D MD SD
20. I believe that there is some real purpose for my life SA MA A D MD SD
SWB Scale Copyright c 1982 by Craig W. Ellison and Ravmond F Palouizian. .AJI ngfits rcs>.T\ cd
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\PPE\DIX G
"Tell Me the Secrets" Confirmation Journal
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Confirmation Journal- Fall 1998
This week I believe God has been teaching me:
What story meant the most to you in confirmation class and why:
How have you grown in your faith during the past week:
Alha 14;
APPENDIX H
Tell Me the Secrets" Six-Weeks Post-Test Questions 21-30
The following parts my confirmation experience helped me grou spiritualh
31. Scripture memory SA MA A D MD SD
32. Reading the gospel of John SA MA A D MD SD
33 Talks about Biblical topics SA MA A D MD SD
34, Bible stories SA VfA A D MD SD
35. Contemporary stories SA MA A D MD SD
36. Question and answer time SA MA A D \tt) SD
37 My adult mentor SA MA A D MD sb
38. The confirmation retreat SA MA A D MD sb
39 The movie Simon Birch SA MA A D MD SD
40 The confirmation dinner SA MA A D MD SD
Portions copyright a; 1982 by Craig \^ Ellison and Raymond F. Paloutzian. Used by permission
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